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This Coupon Is Worth $1.00 In Trade To You!
The Unrest In An Off-Year Brings Republican Defeat, To Lieut. Daniel* Resigns For Business Reasons—Charles G. Signs of Activity Indicate the Possibility That There Will
Be a Sequel To Port Clyde Tragedy
Which Prohibition Contributes
Hewett Promoted To the Vacancy

PILLSBURY STUDIO
This coupon will be accepted as *1.00 Cash on Cabinet
Size Photographs on sittings made between now and Nov. 20.

Call Today for an appointment. Telephone 593-R for
the most appreciated and lasting Christmas gift.

PILLSBURY STUDIO
320 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 593-R
132-133

SALE of WARD HORSES
Auction Sale of Horses at the Fair Grounds, Belfast,
Maine, SATURDAY, NOV. 8, at 1 P. M.
We are ottering at this sale one carload of Western Horses, weigh
ing from 1300 to 1700 pounds; several good mated pairs and single
horses ln the lot, suitable for togging, farming and general work.
Four trotters and pacers finely bred, well mannered and with speed.
YARMOUTH HORSE MARKET
P. Ward 4 Son, Props.
Yarmouth, Maine
Established 43 Years
B. M. Ward, Auctioneer
The best place to buy Horses in New England

It's an ill wind that blows nobody any good. The few cold days
past have certainly helped us sell heavier underwear and we snre
did sell lots of it. There's a reason for It—we’ve the kind that men
like.
MEN’S UNION SUITS—all depends the weight you want or
whether yon want any wool in it............ *1.00, *1.25, *1.50, *2.00
MEN’S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS—from 79c all cotton; to *2.75
all wool.
MEN’S FLANNEL SHIRTS ............................. ...... *1.00, *1.75, *3.00
MEN'S FULL HORSEHIDE COATS ........................... *13.00, *15.00
MEN’S MACKINAWS AND SPOfcT COATS ......*5.00, *7.50, *12.00
MEN’S ALL WOOL OVERCOATS ..„.... .... ...... *16.50, *20.00, *25.00
BOYS’ UNION SUITS—part wool ............. .................
... . *1.00
BOYS' SHIRTS AND BLOUSES ................ ...................... *1.00, *130
BOYS’ HORSEHIDE COATS .......... ......................
........... ! *10.00
BOYS’ MACKINAWS OR SPORT COATS ................... *6XM, *10.09
BOYS’ IMITATION LEATHER COATS—sheepskin lined ...... $6.50
STOCKINGS, GLOVES and MITTENS for both Men and Boas
We read in the papers about the slowing up of business every
where. Well, we're preparing for the best Christmas business we
ever had. And we've the goods to supply yon.

WILLIS AYER

There remains to be listed some be1 la ted returns but enough is recorded
to show the general results of the
I Tuesday elections To quote the
associated press in this morning's
papers:
Final returns held the answer to
day to the bold Democratic aid for
control of Congress in Tuesday’s
election. Republican majorities in
j both the Senate and House were at
the vanishing point with the decision
j hanging on late r'-norts from out
lying districts in half a dozen states,
j In the drive for tne House, t.ie
Democrats were still within striking
1 distance of a majority with about
20 doubtful Republican districts still
j to announce.
The opposition party had captured
44 Republican seats in the House
and had elected 208 members against
205 for the Republicans. The Demo
crats raided the Midwestern States of
Ohio, Indiana Illinois and Missouri
for the big portion of their advances.
They wer leading for five unreport
ed Kentucky districts now Repub
lican.
They had taken eight Senate seats
from the Republicans and were leadJ tag in two other contests to give
; them a chance for a plurality of one
I and an even division of the 96 mem
bers which carries with it probable
control of the Senate organization,
j A last minute bid by Senator
Schall. Republican, Minnesota, to
overcome a 12,000 lead of his Demo
cratic opponent Einar Hoidale, left
the Senate result ln doubt.
The contest for control of the
House at 9 p m. iEST) Wednesday
showed the Democrats and Republi
cans evenly divided with the decision
resting on the outcome in 26 doubt

THREE-TIMES-A-WF.FK

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17, 1897.
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Excess of wealth is a cause of
•••covetousness.—Marlowe.
1565.

•••

LEH
TUBEJ
Complete witl
tubes, $112.5C
n bedroom

sew n- room . . .
COMPACT* will fit every
•coool room
bungalow .
requirement of an all-pur
Screen Grid Super-Heterodyne
pose radio set. . . ideal for
. . in a man’s den or in
the small apartment and is suitable for a fact anywhere that a com [act receiver
"spare” radio set to stand beside an easy will fit.
DE LUXE

GUARANTEED SERVICE
' At House-Sherman’s we maintain a corps of
trained radio engineers to help you. We try to
make our deliveries, adjustments and all cus
tomer contacts as perfect as is humanly pos
sible.
A small down payment and through our own
finance a year to pay the balance plan—hun
dreds of local customers are pleased with our
Budget Plan of Payments.

House>Sherman, Inc.
Electricians
1

Rockland's Own and Only Authorized Dealer For Majestic Products

585 MAIN ST.

*

ROCKLAND
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It is estimated that only about two
percent of the manuscripts submitted
for publication in book form are ever
actually published—The Pathfinder.

Is it not a fact that what you buy is the
satisfaction you expect and not the radio?

"rfpjeMc

.«.
—
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NOT VERY ENCOURAGING

RADIOS

COMPACT’ is mounted on
legs, making a beautiful and
serviceable piece ot furniture . .
but ... in a few seconds the base
and legs may be disengaged and
the receiver placed on table, shelf
or other convenient spot.. . thus
. adding movability and portability
\ to its performsnee.

Standing In House

The results compiled by the Asso
ciated Press at that hour were:
Republicans elected, 204; Demo
crats elected 204; Democrats elect
ed. 204; Farmer-Labor, 1; Doubtful,
26; Democratic gains, 41; Republi
can gain, 1; Necessary for majority,
218.
Topping its triumph, the Democ
racy re-elected Governor Franklin
D. Roosevelt in New York by the most
startling plurality on record—up
wards of 725,000. It battered prece
dents to pieces in Maryland in send
ing Governor Albert C Ritchie into
his fourth consecutive term.
While both of these prohibition
repealists were heightening their
margins Pennsylvania was sending
Gifford Pinchot to the Governor’s
chair for a second time. A booster
of the national dry laws, his candi
dacy was fought by fellow Republi
cans who favored the anti-prohibi
tion candidate on the DemocraticLiberal ticket, John M. Hemphill.
Forces opposed to the present dry
laws hailed the vote results, espe
cially the weighty opposition to i Pro
hibition registered in the Illinois,
Rhode Island and Massachusetts
referenda, as presaging repeal. The
organized Drys, on the other hand,
predicted the new Congress, like the
present one,'would be preponderantly
for the Eighteenth Amendment.
Massachusetts elected a Demo
cratic Governor and Senator and
overthrew the Baby Volstead act.

The Courier-Gazette i gave fine concerts

Let’s get down to
brass tacks about

Ths *>4£9btffrDELUXE

ful districts ta which 25 are now rep
resented by Republicans. Democrats
were leading in five of the Ken
tucky districts in the doubtful col
umn which are now held by Repub
licans.

TELEPHONE 721
MUFJWl iwc lure lWfi

U. S. Army Band Delighted

Large Audiences Despite

the Storm

Charles G. Hewett Who Becomes 2d Lient. Lloyd E. Daniels Who Resigns
Lieutenant in Battery G.
Because of Added Business Duties.
Private Charles G. Hewett has re elers, has brought added responsi
ceived notice that he successfully bilities. Lieut. Daniels has served in
passed his examination for second the National Guard one year and
eight months and has given to Bat
Lieutenant Coast Artillery and a re tery G the benefit of faithful and
cent order from the Governor has efficient service. During the World
commissioned him ta that grade with War he was a member of the Marine
assignment to Battery G, (Rock Corps, stationed at Quantico.
• • • •
land). Lieut Hewett has had a varied
military career serving in the First
Lieut. Warren P. Eldridge has en
Division, A.E.F., during the World listed in Battery G for the purpose
War. He received a citation for of taking the examination for second
bravery under fire while a member Lieutenant, Coast Artillery, to the
of the flrst Engineers. This citation assigned to Battery G, Lieut. Eldridge
bears the signatures of Charles P. is at present an officer in the
Summerall, then commanding the Reserve Corps of the U. S. Army
first Division, now the Chief of Staff but is desirous of more active serv
of the U. S. Army; and Gen. Stephen , ice, hence his transfer to the Coast
O. Fuqua, then Colonel General Artillery. Lieut. Eldridge has made
Staff. Chief of Staff of the flrst Di a gTeat many friends since he came
vision, and no* the Chief of In to this city a number of years ago,
fantry.
and his affiliation with the Coast
Lieut. Hewett is a former secretary Artillery will be a matter of mutual
of the Rockland Chamber of Com benefit. He is proprietor of the
merce. an* has been very active in Rockland Pharmacy, Inc., corner of
Y.M.C.A. and Boy Scout work.
Main and Park streets.
• • • •
4
• • • •
’ Second Lieut Lloyd E. Daniels,
Lieut Col. James S. Dusenbury,
Battery G, has tendered his resigna senior instructor of the 240th C. A.,
tion as an officer of the Maine Na will be ta Rockland Nov. 17. 18 and
tional Guard, to be effective Nov. 1, 19, on his fall visits to the local bat
1*30. His reason being that his teries. He will visit E. Battery,
duties with the Guard interfere with Camden, on the 17th, G Battery,
business. His recent promotion as a Rockland, on the 18th, and F Bat
member of the firm of Daniels, jew- tery, Thomaston, on the 19th.

A sensational sequel to the tragic I the left ear, and marks on the head,
death of William Davis, 11 year old but no fracture of the skull, accord
ing to the medical examiner.
son of Carlos Davis of Port Clyde, is
A verdict of accidental drowning
regarded as possible by those who , was rendered, but the burial was de
have noted the revival of activities ferred in order that disinterment
connected with the case. Investiga- , might not be necessary in case an
tion of this case was reopened a few autopsy was deemed necessary. And
days ago by Attorney General C. F. j a second investigation was followed
Robinson, with the result, it is said by an autopsy, which resulted in four
that many persons have been inter- ' findings.
First—Thc immediate cause of
rogated.
The prospect that there may be death was drowning.
Second—The boy was probably un
arrests has caused the southern end
of the county to seethe with excite conscious when he reached the
ment, as the topic has been hotly ar water.
Third—The findings indicate that
gued ever since the bruised body oi
the missing Davis boy was located the boy was too weak to struggle.
Fourth—The violence which the
in a Port Clyde ice pond early last
boy received was of such a charac
June.
Because of the presence of bruises ter as to render him unconscious
on the boy’s head Medical Examiner only.
This verdict was signed by Medical
H. W. Frohock asked for an investi
gation which was made, without re Examiner Frohock who made the
autopsy with Dr. Long of the State
sult, by the sheriff’s department.
The father had expressed himself Board of Health, and by Dr. Walter
as suspicious of foul play because the D. Hall and P. W. Wheeler. Wheeler
boy had bled at the ears, but Medi was a special investigator who had
cal Examiner Frohock found no trace been sent to Port Clyde by the Attor
of blood in that quarter, although ney General’s department.
there were flecks of blood on the The action of the grand Jury, fol
mouth where the boy’s lower lip had lowing a third investigation made by
Attorney General Robinson ln per
been cut, evidently by his teeth.
There was a discolored area around son, is awaited with extreme interest.

AWAITING

A

FAIR

WIND

Stanley Boynton, With School Friend, In Arizona—Ready
To Break Another Record
The latest word which has been re small monoplane in an attempt to
ceived at the Rockland Airport con lower the Junior trans-continental
I record, landed Saturday at 4.40 p. m.,
cerning Stanley Boynton’s West to . at the Los Angeles Municipal AlrEast flight came yesterday morning | port, which elapsed time for tha
in the form of a night letter message flight of 24 hours, 2 minutes, break
to Captain Wincapaw. It was dated ing the record set by Robert Buck,
New Jersey youth, two weeks ago, by
Mesa, Arizona, Nov. 4 (Tuesday) and more than three hours.
read:
Boynton told a graphic story on
“I am here with my friend Phil ' his arrival here of the dangers enduring the flight. He said
Tower and will stay until I get a good ii countered
that trying conditions were enfair wind. Landing ta the dark last ! countered from the start of the
night did not hurt the ship, as it flight, where he was forced to fly
happened to be a good field. I have blindly through the fog for more
two hours. His difficulties conthe ship fled down near the school, 1 than
tlnued until almost the minute of
and will wire you when I am ready 1 landing ta Los Angeles.
The youthful flyer left Needles
to start East. My total time from
Los Angeles was 3 hours and 30 1 Saturday afternoon and as he neared
Los Angeles landed first at the Dyer
minutes.”
Airport to ask his way to the Mu
« « « «
nicipal Airport. As he left the Dycer
Due to the fact that Boynton ar Field, his motor stalled and for a
rived at Los Angeles late Saturday few seconds the boy was unable to
and at an airport 25 miles distant control his plane, but managed to
from the one at which he had been revive his engine and lnaded safely
expected the newspapers in the at the Municipal Airport.
“ 'I have learned one thing,' Boyn
California metropolis covered the
event much more scantily than ton said after his landing, ’and that
otherwise might have been the case. , is that a long record flight is won
The Courier-Gazette is indebted by the man who is best able to navito William 8. Healey of Glendale, I gate his ship. It’s not the fastest
Calif., former treasurer of Knox plane, but the fact that a flyer can
County, for copies of the Los Angeles keep right on a straight line that
Times and the Examiner. The Times I wins races. I hope to better my
record on the return flight.’ ”
said:
The Examiner's report was in the
"Stanley C. Boynton, 18-year-old
Lexington (Mass.) student who left nature of repetition as to statistics
Rockland, Me., Saturday, last, ln a and facts.

Last night, an audience of 700
music lovers assembled at Strand
Theatre to hear to be thrilled and to
applaud one of finest, most impres
sive band programs ever rendered in
this community. In the afternoon,
an enthusiastic throng of school chil
dren and adults formed the appre
ciative audiences at two concerts.
No person in last night’s audience
but was thrilled through and through
WARDEN BUKER RESIGNS
by the stirring martial strains of the
several marches which had been
__ _________. .
wisely scattered through the pro- ’
gram. No person W enjoyed to the'’ Will Be Succeeded By Rhode Island Warden Who Was
full the mastery of instrument and
m
, •».,* . _ _
,
technique displayed by the musiNearly Killed By Desperado
cians. All recognized the beauty and
t
__ ...
.
extreme artistry of the "La Torre
De Oro ” and Thomas Darcy’s splen
When the report of the survey of no intimation that it would be asked
did rendition as a concert solo of the State Government was made for. I resigned because of the crit"The Commander."
Yet .it ■was public a few days ago it was found *cisms contained in the report on a
Frank Jakubec s encore euphonium
survey of the State government and
solo of the beautiful "Carry Me Back 10 contain very definite criticism of ln order that thp p*son commi’ssio„
to Old Virglnny" that stirred cverv tne State Prison management, might not be put in an embarrassing
heart and the "average listener" Rather than embarrass the 8tate position. My resignation is at the
came thunderously into his own Prison Commission Col. Oeorge A. will of the commission, but I expect
when John Baumann at the Buker promptly and voluntarily of- mv successor to take charge about
xylophone rendered the rollicking fered his resignation to H. H. Hast- I Dec. 1.
and tuneful "La Serenata" and en- tags chairman of the board,
“In reply to the survey's state
cored him again and again for pop- The resignation was not made ment that I have had neither indus
ular numbers.
known until Tuesday afternoon, trial nor penological experience to
To the directors of the Chamber however, and coupled with it came fit me for my duties I can only say
of Commerce and to Allan F. Mc the announcement that Warden that all of my predecessors have been
Alary as general chairman goes the Charles E. Linscott of the Rhode residents of Maine and were also
credit for making this fine educa Island State, a native of Maine by without experience.
tional project available to this com the way, would succeed Col. Buker.
"As far as the prison industries are
munity. On Mr. McAlary’s capable In the report of the survey of the concerned everybody knows that
shoulders fell the brunt of the labor State government by the National times and conditions have neces
days of candles, big families and
but he was ably assisted by a loyal Institute of Public Administration sarily wrought changes. The sleigh
THE LIONS CLUB
drudgery. We have got a lot more
committee and willing workers in the released recently Warden Buker was making department had become ob
time on our hands than we used to,
local service clubs, and musical or said to have “neither the industrial solete and was not making a new Hears About the Wiscasset and the problem is what to do with
ganizations. In spite of the severe nor the penological experience to fit dollar for an old. Harness making
it."
storm there appears only a small him to his duties.”
Dyke and the Question of
had declined to a low point and
deficit. Any possible surplus was to "Discipline is not good owing when Overseer Charles E. Shorey re
ONE MAN’S IDEA
Materialism
have been devoted to the welfare of chiefly to the lack of systematic work signed a few days ago a competent
musical groups.
, The suggestion that unemployed
for all able bodied prisoners, the em successor could not be found; indeed
The evening band numbers, all ployment of poorly qualified guards it is doubtful If the department
The Lions Club had a good stormy men fit for military service be invited
rendered in a manner that reflected at ridiculously low wages ••• and the would have been reopened anyway.
to enlist In the army for one year
the outstanding musicianship of the custom which has grown up ln pre Broopi-making was discontinued be day attendance yesterday, a scholarly was telegraphed to President Hoover
famous military organization, fol vious years of permitting guards and cause of the trouble with contracts. address by Rev. George H. Welch , by Julius Hochfelder, captain in the
and some prominent guests, among
lowed the program as printed tn this prisoners to mingle promiscuously,’ About the only departments now in whom
was Justice Harry Manser of Army Reserve Corps. He proposed
paper Tuesday with Thomas F. the report said.
operation are woodworking and paint the Superior Court, who will be the that such men could learn a skilled
Darcy, comet;
Frank Jakuba. According to the report the per shops and these furnish employment speaker
at next week's meeting. trade during their period of service.
euphonium and John Baumann, capita costs at the prison, $1.48 daily for only about 35 of the 200 men in
Manser is said to be one of the
xylophone, as soloists. These selec during 1929. "are unusually high,” the prison. Others are engaged in Judge
ablest toastmasters in the State, and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
tions were presented;
and the prison industries “are now making interiUr repairs. The State the Lions are looking forward to next
Elegia. "Lament and Glorifica at low ebb.”
Farm has beeh Increased from 40 to Wednesday when he will be a “full
If I had to live my life again I would
tion,” Valle-Rlestra; Oriental fan Ot the 200 prisoners 40 were 60 acres, with a consequent increase time" speaker.
J have made a rule to read some poetry
,
and
listen to some music at least once
tasy. "In a Chinese Temple Garden," "wholly Idle in their cells" while the ln the crew.
The boys had a glad welcome for a week
The loss of these tastes ts a
Ketelbey; solo for comet, “The majority of the remainder had only
“We have endeavored to secure Fred H. Gabbi, former district gov ' loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Commander," Chambers, Thomas F. part-time maintenance, the report new industries, but because of the ernor. who complimented the Rock
Darcy; "Irish Tune From County said, and “this condition is without Hawes-Cooper bill which goes into land club on the excellent progress
“FIDDLE-DEE-DEE”
Derry,'' Grainger; “Variation on a justification, although partly excus effect Jan. 1, 1934 the manufacturers which it is making.
There once was a bird that lived up In a
tree.
Folk Melody,” Short; “The Wash able on the ground of the recent dis are unwilling to consider any propo
The new Wiscasset club was repre
he could whistle was “Flddleington Evening Star,” Stannard; continuance of the shirtmaking in sition. We did have under consider sented by its secretary, Harvey R. And all
dee-dee”—
symphonic prelude, '‘La Torre Del dustry.”
ation the manufacture of cement Pease; a member, Fred L. Pendle A very provoking, unmusical song
to be whistling the summer1 day
Oro," (The Tower of Gold). Gim- In the belief of the makers of the posts for the highway department as ton; and the latter's son Chester. For one
long’
enez; solo for euphonium, "Le Reve report there is no need for a warden is done in Massachusetts.
Other guests were Leon W. Sanborn Yet always contented and busy was he
D’Amour,” Millars, Frank Jakubec; at $3,000 and a deputy warden at
Col. Buker expects to resume his of Vinalhaven, Robert J. Foster of With that vocal recurrence of “Fiddledee-dee.'’
Cashura and Huayno, El Condor $2,250 “if prisoners are properly em former business of manufacturing Boston and Dan Snow of the RockPasa.” Robles; "Danza Yaqui," Al ployed and under supervision of com supplies for roadside stands.He has I land airport.
Hard by lived a brave little soldier of
four.
varado: solo for xylophone, “La petent guards."
held his present position three years I Mr. Pease came primarily to tell
wlerd Iteration repented him sore;
Serenata,” Metra, John Baumann; The report recommended that the and seven months.
; how the new Wiscasset club is help- That
“I prithee. Dear-Mother-Mine, fetch me
"The Year 1812,’" Tschalkowsky; position of deputy warden be abol
I
ing
boom
the
proposed
dyke
at
Wis

my gun
Linscott Resigns
casset, an extended article concern- For by our St. Cookie! the deed must bc
“The Star Sprangled Banner."
ished and “a full time, experienced
done
Warden Charles E. Linscott of the ' ing which appeared in these columns That shall
The afternoon program, every se warden be appointed.’
presently rid all creation and
Rhode Island State Prison submitted i a few weeks ago.
lection of which was rendered
me
meritoriously and with the finish of The resignation of Warden George his resignation to the State Public The State must soon replace the Of that ominous bird and his 'Fiddledee-dee!”
master musicians Included:
A. Buker was not made known here Welfare commission in order to as long rattletrap bridge between Wis
Soloists: Prank Jakubec. eupho until Tuesday, It being the Colonel's sume charge of thc State Prison at casset and Edgecombe, and is admit Then out came Dear-Mother-Mlnc.
bringing her son
nium; and John Baumann, xylo desire that it should come through Thomaston. He has been warden ted the cost of another pile bridge His awfully
truculent little red gun;
phone; selections: "Marche Slav," Chairman H. H. Hastings of the in Rhode Island for 13 years. Last would be at least *320.000. The pro The stock was
of pine and the barrel of
tin.
Tschalkowsky; Intermezzo — Scene: prison commission to whom it was April 19 when desperadoes mur ponents of the dyke plan admit that
a
dyke
would
cost
three
times
as
The
“
bang
”
It
came out where thc bul
dered
two
men
ln
an
unsuccessful
"In a Persian Market," Ketelbey; made.
let went in—
solo for euphonium; “Corinthian My withdrawal was entirely vol jail delivery attempt, Linscott was much, but that it would be a perma The right kind of weapon I think you'll
agree
Polka," Losey, Frank Jakubec; “Va untary,” Col. Buker told The Courier- saved from death by the jamming nent structure which would create
an inland fresh water lake with For slaying all fowl that go “Flddle-deeriations on a Folk Melody,” Short; Gazette reporter and there had been of a gunman’s revolver.
dee.”
shores
having
a
greatly
enhanced
March; “Amigos Espanoles” (Span
real estate value. The dyke would The brave little soldier quoth never a
ish Friends), Stannard; Excerpts
probably take the form of a 70-foot
word.
from the Musical Play: "Show Boat.’
But he up and he drew a straight bead
embankment 3300 feet long.
Kerh; Danzon; “Fuerzay Luz,
on that bird;
The Rockland Lions after listen And. while that vain creature provokGilimany Spanish March; “La
ing to Mr. Pease's inspiring message,
ingly sang.
Giralda." Juarranz; solo for xylovoted to endorse the proposition 100 The gun It went off with a terrible bang!
Then loud laughed the youth—“By my
phone; “A Rhythmic Classic," Green,
percent.
Wessaweskeag Grange
Bottle.” cried he.
John Baumann; “Old Folks at
Attention was directed to the Win "I’ve put a quietus on Flddle-dee-dee’!"
Home" and "In Foreign Lands,”
Hall
throp charter night, which Is Nov. 17.
then Dear-Mother-Mine, say
Foster-Roberts. The Star Spangled
Rev. Mr. Welch chose the subject Out came
ing: “My son.
Banner.
of "Materialism." Because we don’t Right well have you wrought with your
little red gun!
keep the habits our fathers did this
AT THE 'KEAG
no evil at all need I fear.
Play golf at the Hayloft course
is called the materialistic age, but I Hereafter
With
such a brave soldier as You-MySupper
5
to
7
where it is always warm—afternoons
there never has been a time when we
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
Love here!”
—two rounds for 25 cents. Peter
Auspices
have not chased false gods. We talk of She kissed the dear boy |the bird ln the
tree
I Moran, professional, available fpr
Admission: Men 50c; Ladies 25c
South Thomaston A. A.
a materialistic situation but we don’t Continued
to whistle his "Flddle-deelessons. The Indoor court where rest
132T-Th-tf
want
to
stop
It.
We
wouldn
’
t
be
will

,
dee!
”J
Kirk’s Music
putting counts, adv.
ing to go back to those “good old
Eugene Field.

DANCE

DANCE

EVERY FRIDAY
Camden Opera House

EVERY FRIDAY
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P?f;e Two

Every-Other-Day

The Courier-Gazette

IN SUPERIOR COURT

________ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK________ I

Grand Jury May Complete

Rockland. Me.. Nov. 6. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Nov. 4. 1930. ihere was printed a total of
6260 copies.
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.
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IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE
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Busy

Session

VISIT OUR
MEAT MARKET

Today—

Traverse Jurors Report

Although the traverse jurors were
not due to report until this forenoon,
much business has already received
Watch and pray, that ye enter not
At
attention in Knox County Superior
into temptation: the spirit indeed is ’
Court, and those in attendance upon
willing but the flesh is weat.—Matt.!
462 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
the term are openly expressing their
26:41.
admiration of the smoothness and
facility with which court matters
Buy your Meats at this Market and you can be
ELECTION OVERTURN’S
are being conducted by Justice Harry I
assured of receiving the Highest Quality, because
i Manser of Auburn. Judge Manser,
It requires little examination of the
who was appointed to the bench in
ALL A. & P. MEATS received at this Market are U.
1928 is a newcomer to Knox County,
returns to convince the most skep- 1
Our NEW FALL BLANKETS have arrived,
though
already
well
known
to
some
S. Government Inspected at the Shipping Point in
tical that the election of Tuesday i
of the attorneys and Rockland citi
brought to a sweeping defeat to the I
Portland, Me. Also, all beef sold in this market is
and we invite your inspection
zens. His popularity with the court
Of our NEW CHRISTMAS line of
Republican party. The causes con
j officials was promptly established.
Heavy
Steer Beef of the Highest Quality. No cow
1 Judge Manser has long been promi
tributing to the overturn were nu
nent
in
public
affairs
in
Androscog

Beef is sold in this Market) Buy the Best at the low
merous and some of them easily un- 1
gin County, and a distinguished
derstood. It is a period of general ,
est possible prices.
career at attorney prefaced his ap
business and financial depression,
pointment to the bench.
4
• « • •
and that always works ill to the |
TEA
oISSt
The assigned list for the present
party in power, which in the minds
COMPANY
term contains 16 civil cases and there
of many voters is held responsible
__
r
are seven on the unassigned list.
Vix 1
for the conditions arising out of it.
Notice for trial has been filed in these |
And however much the adherents
cases:
Friday—Harry Carr vs. Joseph
of prohibition regret the fact, it is
Dondis; Frank O. Keach vs. Luie E.
unquestionably true that the news
Blackington; Welford L. Keene vs.
of control of the congress and the
John Treener; Doris Ballard vs.
See our Southern window. Selec
sweeping victories in many of the
Harriet Porter; Doris Ballard vs. I
Merton Flanders; James O. Morton
States, is to be directly credited to
tions made now, with a small de
vs. John Buzzell and Ora R. Brown;
the question of wet and dry, with
Fitchburg Mutual Fire Insurance Co. I
adherents of the former scoring on ’
posit, we will hold untH Christmas.
vs. Robert Linstet; Burgess Forbes'
the side of opposition to the national j
Co. vs. L. A. Grant; Morris Rudnick
vs. George W. Bachelder.
dry laws. It is too early by analy
No. 3
• * • •
sis of the vote to determine just
The grand jury organized Tuesday
where the matter stands, but it is
Woman tells of wonderful relief found from
morning with Chester B. Hall of
evident that the opponents of pro
raraiBJBrBJgrajgJZJarajjBJHraJHJgraJHJziBmzfZfgjafajHJgjgreF. J. SIMONTON CO 2JajajgfgrarajarajamzfBf?jgmzma ajaraizraraaiafajgrarc. Warren as foreman and William
taking Marvelous Preparation
hibition have won for that side a vic
Brawn of Rockland as clerk. That
body has had a grist of material to
tory which will encourage their fur
For many years I have been troubled with Nausea,
his first time at bat. The summary; consider, including, it is rumored, a
ther organized assaults upon the
Belching of Gas and Sour Stomach and I could not find
ANNUAL 4-H CONTEST
WITH THE BOWLERS
special investigation by the attorney
Rockland
—
Rogers,
455:
J.
Thomas,
anything that would give 'me any relief whatever until I
eighteenth amendment, with view to
Norton. 497; Phillips, 471; Rad general, Clement F. Robinson. Ad
started taking Eldridge’s Neutralizer; immediately I be
q
Monday night the Dark Horses 422;
its removal from the constitution.
journment
today
is
possible,
although
gan to feel better I take it regularly now and can eat
To Be Held In Camden J®'- romped onto the field in mid-season cliffe, 482; total, 2327.
i
several
cases
are
yet
to
be
presented.
Belfast—Staples, 420; King, 521;
There is lying ahead a great piece
anything and have no trouble whatever. Says Mrs. Gertrude
of form, and rode roughshod over the Fowles, 430; O. Staples .472; Byling- I It is County Attorney L. R. Camp
Kir
urday
—
A
Program
Berry of 20 Prospect street, Rockland, Maine.
of work for the forces of prohibition.
once
mighty
Dragons.
The
Horses
Pansies, lilies, kingcups, daisies.
bell's final appearance before the
ton, 475; total, 2318.
Events
Those who for fifty years and more
won each string by a decisive marLet them live upon their praises;
* » * •
I grand jury in that capacity, and he
Long as there's a sun that sets.
----gin, accumulating 508 pins in the
engaged in the service in Maine know
The league match at Carr's last is receiving many assurances of the
Primroses will have their glory;
Saturday
aU
of
the
4-H
club
memfirst
Newbert
had
the
highest
string
high regard in which everybody
what it means, and will bid their' Long as there are violets.
bers of Knox and Lincoln counties ,n3) and the highest total. The night saw Central Maine a victpr holds
Eldridge’s Neutralizer may be purchased in Rockland
They will have a place ln story;
him.
over Forty Club by eight pins.
friends of other States be of good
meet for the annual county contest summary
There's a flower that shall be mine,
at The Rockland Pharmacy, Inc., Comer Main and
'Tis the little celandine.
at Megunticook Grange hallI in Cam- Dark Horses-Ireland. 288; Newcourage, pointing to Rome, which
—Wordsworth.
A millonaire attributes much of his
Cook parsnips with stewed pork
Park
Streets.
pvents
^iTheain
with°th°e
of
'bert.
302
:
Williams.
287:
Jacobs.
284;
history assures us was a long time in
success to golf. Most men owe their which is seasoned with onion and
The poet was evidently familiar
will begin with the singing of «malley 276; total, 1437.
golf to success.—The Humorist (Lon- chopped parsley.
with celandine, but it sent me to my events
club songs led by John Taylor, sec- SmalleY- 27j>, tot®1,
building.
~~
Nature's Program “Greater celan retary of the Y.M.C.A. The follow Cement Dragons—Lynch, 272; At
wood, 251; Hinckley, 254; Pomeroy,
dine: Swamp-wort, naturalized from ing program will be carried out:
The resumption of the Dr. Cadman Europe to the eastern United States. Forenoon—10.30, club songs, lead 255: Cates, 291; total 1323.
hour brings radio into special prom Webster gives: Celandine the lesser is er, Mr. Taylor; address of welcome, j
inence on Sunday afternoon, when called pile-wort, a species of ranu- master of Megunticook Grange; re- The I. L. Snow Co., and Federals
”
sponse, N. A. Waltz of Damariscotta were deadlocked at the end of their
through that medium the noted culus.
Where to look for it. Dry Boys' Club; stunt, song or cheer, by league match at Carr’s Monday
speaker addresses audiences whose wasteland, fields, roadsides, gardens, each club.
.night, the latter winning toy four
numbers run into the millions. A near dwellings, April to September. Dinner 12 to 1.30. toastmaster. M. *pins on the rolloff. Rackliff did a
thing that in particular appeals to It must be a common flower, but I A. Brann of North Whitefield.
solo flight, bowling 120, 109 and 1D3
the listener-in upon the gifted don't know it when I See it. Well, | Afternoon—1.30, club songs, led by successively. The only other man jn
one thing, I have never posed as , Mr. Taylor; best story, girl; best the 100-class was Ames, with 111. 'Hie
speaker, is not alone the torrent of for
a botanist, only as a saunterer. I I story, bov; Washington trip., Mar
his words, but the manner in which go out in the morning to get into garet Young of Camden? Springfield summary:
I. L. Snow Ctf—Beaudoin, 248;
he marshals them as he plays upon God’s pure air and sunshine, after | trip, Inez McCurdy of North White- Willis, 264; Simmons, 261; Ames,
that marvelous instrument the Eng 50 years spent indoors. People who field; county champions, Mildred G. 289- Brault, 285; total, 1342.'
lish language. Such speakers are all never passed long hours indoors Brown, Assistant State club leader; “ Federals-Ttaskliff. 332; O. Beach,
in a city, sometimes 7 a. m. to 12 awarding of The Courier-Gazette 052- Benner 244; Higgins, 257; L.
too rare.
p. m., cannot realize how irksome cup, John M. Richardson; pins pe“'rv 251 ■ total 1342.
it becomes especially to a person awarded, county club agent.
,
'
’
----------------The Central Maine Power Co. is born and brought up in the coun- ,
LITTLE PIG
Forty Club No. 3, minus canes, won
naving another employe's educa try. I was just reading of the death
It cannot be denied that many
the Ford Motor Oo. by 38 pins
tional meeting (for employes and of that prominent Boston attorney, martyrs have been pig-headed fellows over
c • Tuesdav nieht Beach's 120
families) in Temple hall at 7.30 this bom in New London, N. H. He used with only one idea in their heads and
was good v!!
for high sfhgle but it was
evening. The program offers the to say, "Thank God I was bom in that a bad one.—Dean Inge.
McPhee who led in the grand total.
following events: Overture, C. M. P. the country.” The story is told of a
OUR OWN MAKE
The summary:
Orchestra; Meter Reading, Clayton woman visiting a prison and read
Forty Club. No. 3—Beach, 298;
Clark; Rates, Cost to Serve, H. L. ing to the inmates. Like many tact
Palmer, 254; Cook, 262; McLoon, 290;
Jackson; selection, C. M. P. Orches less people she selected; "Stone walls
Daris. 273; total, 1377.
tra; Fundamentals of Business, L. E. do not a prison make, nor iron bars
NEATLY SLICED LITTLE PIGS
Ford Motor Co—Porter. 265; Mc
Jones; Our Services in Local Life and a cage."
Phee, 306; Copeland, 264; Black, 230;
Industry, John M. Richardson, news
“The heck they don't!” came a
We want all your LIVE POUL Jameson, 274; total. 1339
paper man; Military Taps. Gretchen voice from one of the prisoners.
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
'« • , •
Fletcher: Are Educational Courses
It is 50 years Nov. 1, since I start or
write Charles Shane, care of
ALL CENTER CUTS
Available to Employes, and if so, on ed working, most of the time since
The
Rockland
team which defeated
what basis? Doris Sylvester; Some of in the retail business, or in an office, R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel. Belfast recently proved Tuesday
FROM LITTLE PIG LOINS
the Duties of Town Representatives, until finally I said to myself: "Well, Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at night that its prowess is not con
your
door.
References:
Any
poul

Fred E. Shuman; Musical Sextette, son, it hasn't been a short life and a
fined to the local diamond, for it
Hannah Baker, Belenda Appleby. merry one for you. Let's get out of try raiser.
had a nine-pin victory on the return
Leantha Rollins, Felicia Engleson, doors for a while" And so like Henry
match. This was not at all the fault
CHARLES
SHANE
CO.
Becky Manks, Dorcas Sidensparker, David Thoreau I started walking,
of King who had a five-string total
27-tf
Luella Davidson, accompanist; mes in fact became a saunterer.
of 521. Norton dumped 126 sticks in
sage from the management. George
Thoreau tells us: “I have met1
■
I■
O. Smith; refreshments and social with but one or two persons in my 1
hour,
,
life who understood the art of walk
VERY LEAN
ing, that is, of taking walks—who
For the still greater convenience of had a genius, so to speak, for saunt- 1
patrons traveling by train, the Maine ering.'’ I don’t measure up to Mr.
Central Railroad and other lines in Thoreau's idea of a saunterer. but I
New England, Nov. 1st, extended think I will have to do my saunter
ALMOST ANY SIZE
their ticket limits so that they are
It takes more than a magician
my own way.
now good for 30 days excluding date ingI inoften
wonder if some of this
to make a last year’s hat look as
of sale and are good for stop-overs modern poetry
is really written by a
smart as a NEW Fall felt.
at any point, on notice to conductor person who loves
nature or just
—Says GREGORY’S
SLICED TO FRY OR BAKE
That is, a person buying a local words. He who intimately
lives with ,
ticket, for example, between Bangor
nature
doesn't
have
so
much
to
say
,
and Portland if he so desires, may
WILL SOME
on notice to conductor at time ticket about it. He thanks God his lines
GENTLEMAN
is presented, stop over at any point are cast in the country, while the ,
between the two cities where train poet writes about nature, and lives ,
KINDLY
is scheduled to stop, a very conven in the city. Whittier lived in the
LEND
country,
loved
it
and
wrote
about
it.
From sheep's back to
ient privilege that will eliminate the
Oh. for boyhood’s painless play,
ME A
necessity of sending ticket into head
Kv
Lo
5?
IS r -.
Sleep that wakes ln laughing day.
finished garment, made
quarters for redemption. This longer
HAT?
Health that mocks the doctors rules, f
limit and stop-over privilege allows
Knowledge never learned of schools, •
by
Chippewa
Falls
How the woodchuck digs his cell.
more advantages to patrons and will
How the ground mole sinks his well;
apply both to one way local and in
How the robin feeds her young.
Woolen Mill, from the
terline tickets, also to thirty day
How the oriole's nest Is hung;
Hand in hand with her he walks.
tickets sold on double one way fare
Face to face with her he talks,
finest of wool fabrics in
basis.
YOUR CHOICE

Blankets

First Showing

Horsman

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

Dolls

Every One Should Know About

Eldridge’s Neutralizer

SAUNTERINGS

ohmhi

NOW IN SEASON
BUY AT FOODLAND

Pork to Roast
Sausage Patties
Pork Steak
CHOPS
Fancy Native Fowl
Corned Beef
Chuck Roast

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Colorful All Wool

Fabrics

Sugar Cured Ham

CHIPPEWA
COATS

Part and parcel of her joy—
Blessings on the barefoot boy.’

Orders passed by the City Govern
ment Monday night ran into consid
erable money, but were felt by Mayor
Richardson to be an absolute ne
cessity. They called for the purchasf of a Sargent snowplow, two
new trucks for the highway depart
ment and 1000 feet of hose for the
fire department. The salary resolve
for t'ne coming year was given a pas
sage. and shows but two changes
from last year. Miss "Peggy" Pratt,
stenographer to the mayor and city
treasurer was given an increase from
$15 lo $18 a week, and thc salary of
the chief engineer of the fire depart
ment was definitely fixed at $850, this
giving him an opportunity to conduct
personal duties outside of the Cen
tral Fire Station. G. W. Bachelder
was granted a permit tof hold six
sparring exhibitions. W. J. Perry
was licensed as a victualer at 275
Main street and Walter C. Dodge as
victualer at Bachelders golf course.
The National Lime Association in
Washington, D. C. has published a
Bulletin No. 180 entitled ‘‘Lime on
Lawns and Flower Gardens.” It pre
sents tried and proven methods on
lawn making, fertilization, care and
maintenance. It tells how to make
a compost and classifies many com
mon flowering plants as to their lime
requirement. A copy will be sent
dree to anyone requesting it.

The Saunterer

beautiful

j

Somerville, Mass.
FUR BEARING ANIMALS
Correspondent Comments On De
partment of Education’s Essay
Contest

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
I do not know what your feelings
are upon the subject, but in reference
to an article on “Essays on F'ur
Topics" in your Nov. 1 issue it seems
to me that the State Department of
Education should not urge partici
pation in any contest which furthers
a merely commercial enterprise; and
especially this one; at a time when
our sister state of Massachusetts is
endeavoring to pass a humane law
for the relief of suffering among our
fur-bearing animals.
It seems to me quite out of keep
ing with the purposes of an Educa
tional Department
Alice C. George
Thomaston. Nov. 4
Play golf at the Hayloft course
where it is always warm—afternoons
—two rounds for 25 cents. Peter
Moran, professional, available for
lessons. The indoor court where rest
putting counts.—adv.

These arc the days of small things.
Tlie scientist who said the next
battles would be fought in the air We have midget golf courses, small
were entirely right if they meant cars and miniature salaries.—Charles
political battles. -Arkansas Gazette. Gray Shaw.

AHEAD, BILLY?
'(WHAT'LET
(BUST ECrOS

models

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

for

sport wear.

24c
29c
39c
33c
35c
19c
18c

lb 35c

DRIED FRUITS
Peaches
Apricots
Fruit for Salad
f

They have the fine ap
pearance and well tail
ored fit that allow per

Matinicus Slack Salted Pollock lb 15c

fect comfort as well as

NOTHING DOING/
I JUST GOT IT AT

GREGORY'S
AND

A PROUD

THIS CHAPEAU.

the

confidence

of

knowing you' are cor
rectly attired.

Eastport Slack Salted Pollock lb 10c
Salt Fish Strips

2 lbs 25c

Many models for both
men and women.

Sun-Kist Asparagus Tips

SQUARE CAN

29c

By all means se; these
garments—

FREE AIRPLANE RIDE TICKETS WITH $1 PURCHASES

$10.00 to $18.00

You, too, will be proud to wear
a stylish Fall Hat from GREG
ORY'S. A style to fit every type
of face—a price to fit every pocket
book. Why not stop in TODAY!

GREGORY’S

PERRY’S MARKET

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

<1

Nov. 7—Penobscot View Grange holds
annual fair.
Nov. 7—Rockport—Trytohelp sale and
play, “Deacon Tubbs," at Town hall.
Nov. 8—Limerock Valley Pomona meet*
#lth Pleasant Valley Grange. Rockland.
Nov. 19—Annual fair of tne Universal
list Church.
Nov. 21-22—Rockport’s Big Carnival
and Food Fair.
Nov. 26—First annual ball of Rockland
police department ln Temple hall
Dec. 1—Lady Knox Chapter. D. A. R.,
meets with Mrs. Irene Moran.
Dec. 3—Annual fair of Methodist
Church!
Dec. 3—Rockport—Annual ________
Sale and Supper of the Methodist Ladles'
Aid.
Dec. 3-4—Thomaston—Annual Fair of
the Ladles Aid at the Methodist vestry.
Dec. 10—Rockport—Christmas Sale and
Supper of Baptist Sewing Circle.
Dec. 19 (7.15)—Copper Kettle porch,
opening meeting Woman’s Educational
Club.

Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F„ will have
a drill meeting on the first degree
Friday night.
Hon. Obadiah Gardner is in Sebago
today where he is speaking before the
Cumberland County Pomona Grange.
Luke Brewster has returned from
a visit with relatives in Iowa and dur
ing the trip had his weather eye peeled
in the interests of The CourierGazette.

The Place to Putt
Puff af

*> •

We are giving Airplane Ride Tickets Free with all cash purchases of $1.00 or over
pound toward free ride

the Tillson Avenue

Miss Hazel Wall having completed
her annual vacation from the Cen
tral Maine Power Co.’s office is sub
stituting in the Belfast office for »-■
time for Mrs. Julia Coombs.
,
ir
Col. George A. Buker, who has
just resigned the wardenship of the
State Prison, recently received notice
of his promotion to the full rank of
colonel in the Coast Artillery Re
serves.

There the greens are teal and the scenery unsurpassed and Walter
Dodge will get you anything you want to eat
Tim Carroll, nationally known instructor, will be available for les
sons in putting mornings or afternoons by appointment
The Heating Plant is now going good, temperature at 65 degrees,
which is perfect for putting
*
35c per Round

H. N. McDougall, president of the
Security Trust Co., has bought the
Doherty lot on upper Beech street,
and will there erect a residence which
is to reach completion the coming
summer. A very sightly spot has
been selected.

There will be a special private
showing tonight after the regular
Park program of Buster Keaton’s
“Dough Boys.” Some 50 guests will
be present and 15 persons attending
the regular evening show will be in
Harvey Freeman has received a cluded.
guide’s license, and in company with
Agent Dunton and Walter E. Weeks
The Knox County Fish & Game As
of the Eastern StearAship staff leaves sociation is responsible for today's
Sunday for the big woods up ‘Roos- weather, but it will take more than
took way.
weather to keep the members, away
from the black-duck-lobster-chicken
There will be a rally social for chil supper which will feature the fall
dren of the L.T.L. Friday afternoon, meeting at Tenant's Harbor at 6.30
after school, at the Baptist Church. tonight. Members who failed to get
No charge for the social. All paying' cards will please communicate with
the membership fee of 10 cents will Dr. Walter P. Conley, telephone 107-3.
have their names on the honor roll.
Any children from 8 to 13 can belong
John M. Richardson entertained
several “cronies” with a venison sup
John E. Fitzgerald who died in per at his home on Granite street
Bath a few days ago was well known Tuesday night. After proper tribute
ln this city, which he had frequently had been paid to the several excel
visited in several official capacities lent courses adjournment was made
He was a strong Democrat, and ar to the home of one of the cronies
one time served on the Prison Com where election returns were heard,
mission. He was very prominent in and where the Republican members
the Knights of Columbus.
of the party had "crow" for dessert.

E. E. Light of Union shows us a
copy of the New York Herald of Sat
urday, April 15, 1865, containing an
account of the assassination of Pres
ident Lincoln. A tragedy which
would today fill the greater portion
of 30-paged metropolitan newspa
pers, was disposed of in less than two
columns, and a single portrait was
used.

The annual cafeteria supper of the
Congregational church will be held
Wednesday evening, Nov. 12, with
this committee in charge: MI’S. A. C.
Jones, chairman, Mrs. Russell Bart
lett, Mrs. Oliver Hills. Mrs. Fred Un
ekin. Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton, Mrs.
Raymond Thurston, Mrs. J. O. Ste
vens, Mrs. John Pomeroy, Mrs. Mau
rice Lovejov, Mrs. E. L. Scarlott, Mrs.
Fred Overiock, Mrs. Carl Sonntag.
Mrs. Neil A. Fogg, Mrs. Joseph Em
ery, Mrs. Ralph Hanscom, Mrs. C. A.
Rose, Mrs. L. N. Lawrence, Miss
Charlotte Buffum and Miss Margaret
Snow. Plans promise that this will
be one of the most delightful church
activities of the season.

Play golf at the Hayloft course
where it is always warm—afternoons
—two rounds for 25 cents. Peter
Moran, professional, available for
lessons. The indoor court where rest
putting counts.—adv.

J. A. JAMESON & CO.

Special Prices
FANCY FOWL, lb.......................... .. .. .
PORK ROAST, lb.......................... .. ..
Small pig roast, sweet and tender

NICE WINTER CABBAGE, 100 lb... 1.
NICE POTATOES, bushel ........... 1.
These potato^ are very fancy

NICE TURNIPS, bushel............... 1
These are realYpta baga turnips

PARSNIPS, pound........................ .. .. .
CARROTS, pound !...................... .. .. .
FANCY CRANBERRIES, 2 quarts
DIAMOND W FLOUR, bag........ 1
This is the lowest price we have offered on this
celebrated flour in over 20 years

| 743 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Uiif fill iffP iWfff lift ilHUTfWWWw

moor
Topcoat
The handsome fabric is specially construct
ed to withstand hard wear, dust, moisture and
crushing, without showing any ill effects.
The gracefully moulded, somewhat flarish
silhouette Is extremely flattering to the fig
ure. The modish collar and cuffs are of lux
urious Ringtail Opossum. But, probably the
best feature of all is the deft, immaculate
tailoring. To appreciate fully this ultra-im
portant point, you must SEE the Coat—and
we invite you to do so. This model is one of
many—in regular and in-between sizes—and
at prices to suit even the most economical
requirements.

Other Dress or Sport Coats to suit your
needs

An Apology
The Pure Silk Crepe de Chine advertised

last week was unavoidably delayed.

Saturday we have marked
to close out at HALF PRICE

It is

now in and on sale in all good colors at the

45 Jersey and Tweed Dresses—Special

special price of—

shipment of Ladies’ Jersey Raincoats,
grade with full plaid lining; regularly
Good Colors

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

There will be a regular meeting of
the auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
Limerock Valley Pomona will meet Post Monday at 7.30.
with Pleasant Valley Grange at
Rockland Saturday at 2 p. m. Thc
The junior class of Rockland High
program follows: Greeting, Fred A. School is to conduct “Ye Old Fash
Blackington; Response, H. N. Bra ioned Sociable" tomorrow evening in
zier; Music, Sprague Sisters; Read the gym at 7.30. A small admission
ing appropriate for Armistice Day, fee will be charged.
Helen Wentworth; Vocal Solo, Rob
ert McIntosh; Paper—Origin of
Jesse Carroll is back from a fort
Thanksgiving Day and its observ night's vacation from J A. Jameson
ance by the Pilgrims and Puritans, Co. store, in which he made a trip to
Worthy Chaplain Rose Le Blanc; New Bedford, Mass., to visit his son'.
Roll Call—What I am thankful for: Frank French goes out this week oh
Singing—“Bringing in the Sheaves ” his annual vacation.
A speaker will be procured for this
meeting if possible.
The children of grades 4 and 5 re
turned to Tyler school and were much
The radio Tuesday afternoon pleased to find their desks cleaned
brought first news of a serious auto and newly varnished, thanks to the
mobile accident which had befallen janitor Walter Flanders who takes
Mrs. Adriel U. Bird of this city, at pride in having things look shiny.
Camden, N. J. Mrs. Bird was caught
between a Philadelphia bus and her
Delegates of the State Chamber of
car and suffered severe head in Cofnmerce to the New England Con
juries and body cuts. Her compan ference, to be held ip Boston, Nov.
ion, Miss Mildred A. Adams of Wee 20-21, were announced Monday. The
hawken, N. J., and two bus passen conferees will include H. Nelson Mc
gers, Stella Levy, and Florence Shinn Dougall of Portland and George B.
both of Merchantville, were cut and Wood of this city.
bruised. Six other passengers were
Snowflakes somewhat smaller than
badly shaken up. The injured were
treated at a Camden hospital and saucers were falling when The Cou
Mrs. Bird was kept there for further rier-Gazette went to press, and it was
treatment. The most recent word conceded to be a pretty fair imita
from the Cooper Hospital, where Mr'. tion of winter. “E. B.” on the radio
Bird was taken, is to the effect that this morning prophecied temperature
she suffered a broken shoulder blade, in the 20's tonight and warned care
several broken ribs and severe bruises less motorists against frozen radia
tors. Continued cold tomorrow.
about the head.

Big reduction ln odd lots of games,
stationery, leather goods, tallies, pads,
fountain pens. Books for old and
woung at prices to please all. Hustonffuttlq.
133-134

Here is a typical

Special Shagmoors
$35 to $135

Sefiter Craro®

1

Frank H. Ingraham was at DoverFoxcroft Tuesday evening, speaking
at a meeting of the Piscataquis Bap
tist Association on the plan of the
National Council of Northern Bap
tist Men for more active participa
tion of men in the work of the local
church. He was the guest of Hon.
Edwin M. Hamlin, at Milo that night.

Week-End of Values

Miniature Golf Course

Mrs. Blanche De Rocher has re
signed her position at the water of
fice and gone to Portland. Mrs. Ber
nice Snowman is now employe!
there..

---
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Every-Other-Day

At the meeting of the ParentTeacher Association Monday eve
ning at 7.30 the pupils of the Mc
Lain school will present an enter
tainment which promises to be of a
pleasing nature, featuring songs,
recitations, drills, class work, etc.
Miss Maud Smith, principal, is gen
eral chairman of this feature, aided
by the various teachers of the Mc
Lain school.

Specials ln Wool
Hosiery
Ladies’ Silk and Wool Hose
Full fashioned made by Sulloway, irregulars of their
These second class tests have been
passed by Troop 2 members: Scout
Staples, tracking; Scout Pace, knife
Scout Blackman, knife and axe,
and hatchet, firebuilding, cooking;
safety. Most of the time was spent
drilling or signalling, one group
working on semaphore, another on
general service. Next week they are
to compete in sending the alphabet
in the shortest time, and sending and
receiving a message in a given time.
The winners are not quite sure yet
whether they will have a supper at
the expense of the losers, or special
awards.
First Class Scout Howard Chase of
Troop 2 is looking toward the Eagle
at next Court of Honor, which will
probably be held some time this
month. Scoutmaster Whitehill and
brother Scouts of Troop 2 feel quite
proud of Scout Chase, and of their
Troop’s standing, and are working
hard for the top ranks.

Troop 2 will re-register this month.
It now numbers 29 registered and
certified Scouts.
POWER TO BE OFF
Annual Inspection of Switches Will
Be Made Friday and Sunday

The street lights of Rockland,
Rockport and Camden will be turned
off Friday morning from 2 to 4 a. "in.
to allow the adjustment and inspec
tion of switches and equipment at the
Glencove station. From 2 to 4 Sun
day morning the power will be off in
the Rockland -and Camden areas for
the same purpose. Between 7 and 10
j Sunday morning it will be necessary
to interrupt service on the Lawrence
Cement Co. high tension line and
in the entire St. George area. This
inspection is done annually and is a
necessary process for the good of the
service.

This is national membership week
for all American Legion auxiliaries. A
telegraphic report of paid up mem
bers will be sent from State head
quarters to the National Commit
tee Tuesday, Nov. 11. All members
of the Rockland unit are therefore
requested to send their 1931 dues at
once to Margaret Kelley, 69 North *
Main street to help swell the num Mrs. Florence Foreman Ellis of tlie
ber of members reported from Maine. Home ' Service department of the
Central Maine Power Co. was in Win
The first meeting of the Junior terport yesterday and talked to a
Harmony Club takes place Wednes group of 25 women at the Clements
day evening at the BPW rooms at 7 demonstration farm. Her remarks
devoted principally to the use
o'clock, with Mrs. Leola Noyes and were
care of electrical appliances and
Mrs. Faith G. Berry. Membership and
reading and her hearers were
will apply to both boys and girls 10 meter
to 15 years of age, who can meet frankly pleased .
the requirements regarding music
lessons, etc. All former members News has been received here of the
will be welcome, and it is hoped that death of George F. Barbour, former
a goodly number of new ones will be proprietor of the Corner Drug Store.
present. It is planned to make the He was a patient at a hospital in
season's work more interesting than Portsmouth, N. H.
ever so every boy and girl who de
sires to be a member of the Junior In a last effort to make runt golf
Harmony Club should strive to be both difficult and simple they might
roll a ball down a hole and dig it out
present at this first meeting.
dog-fashion.—Wheeling Intelligencer.
There will be a public supper at the
Methodist vestry Sat. Nov. 8 from 5
to 7, for thc benefit of Tyler School,
Grade Five. Price 35c. Come and
help the youngsters—adv.
13P133
Recruits desiring to join Troop 1,
BORN
Boy Scouts of America, as well as
MILLER—At Searsmont. Oct. 25. to Mr.
all present members, should be at
anti Mrs. Harry Miller, a daughter.
LANE—At Thomaston. Nov. 3, to Mr. and
the meeting Monday night at 7.30
Mrs. Arnold Lane, a son.
at the C. A. C. Armory, 420 Main
street.
DIED
FISH—At Burkettville. Oct. 27. Mrs.
Edgar W. Dorr,
Emma Fish. | Correction!
Scoutmaster
CARTER—At South Waldoboro. Nov. 1.

BOY SCOUTS

Ronald Sidney. Infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Carter, aged 5 months.

1.50 number -

An Outstanding Value

Blankets

Full Color Range

Other values at

Men’s Larrigan Hose
Men’s Heavy Wool Hose, to wear for work or sport
white, grey or blue,
29c, 39c, 59<
Don't decide hastily that these blankets will not interest you.
are making some real friends on these special values
Reg. Price
Pure Wool, double, 66x80,
5.95
1
Pure Wool, double, 70x80,
8.50
I
Pure Wool, single, 72x84,
12.00
I
Part Wool, double, 70x80,
3.50
Part Wool, double, 66x80,
2.50
Grey Blankets, double, 66x80,
1.98
Part Wool, single, 66x80,
Special Comforters, 72x78,
3.98
!

Men’s Fancy Wool Hose
Silk and Wool, Pure Wool or Rayon and Cotton.
Specially priced at
19c, 25c, 50c, 1.00, 1.25

Children’s Wear
A Special Snow Suit
E. Z. ON SUEDINE SUIT

LINEN SALE

A GLOVE SPECIAL

We expect to have another lot
of the wonderful linens by
Saturday, the 8th. Come
early I The first lot went fast.

Regular price 1.59 or over
Ladies'-Leather Slip-on
full fleeced lined, all perfect
Brown and

Black

_

Sizes

1.15

6 to 8

A

three-piece suit with helmet, Jacket and
leggings

PHILIPPINE GOWNS
From the same house that
supplied the linens. Ladies'
Hand Embroidered Gowns

Regularly
Regularly

1.98
1.69

1.69
1.15

INFANTS’ DRESSES, Special

1.00,

OUR NEW CANDY
The Candy in the Silver Box
is Good

75c

Brother and Sister Suits
Some plain Jersey, others have motif ap.
plique; all colors and sizes.

Don't forget to take home the
SATURDAY SPECIAL

29c

1.25,1.50

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
STRAND THEATRE
Barbara Leonard, with seven lan
guages at her command, leads the
cast of “Scotland Yard' in linguistic,
accomplishments, although the seven
featured players averaged three
languages apiece.
The locale of “Scotland Yard,"
dramatic Fox Movietone thriller
opening Thursday in the Strand
llieatre, is laid ipostly in England,
with the exception of one very im
portant sequence in a French hospi
tal and in a little French inn. Al
though very few lines a* spoken in
French, It is interesting to learn that

Join Bennett, the leading lady,
Georges Renevant, the French sur
geon, and Miss Leonard, the French
nurse, all attended school in France
and speak the language fluently.
Edmund Lowe, featured in a dual
role in which he portrays both a
clever English criminal and an edu
cated gentleman, docs not speak
French. He has, however, a know
ledge of Latin, Greek and Spanish
which he studied at Santa Clara,
his Alma Mater.—adv.

Continuous service of steaks and
chops and supper specials are now
featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The
luncheon idea in connection with the
ice cream parlors has met with high
favor.
100-tf

DELICIOUS

PEPPERMINT PATTIES
SPECIAL THIS WEEK

39c Pound
CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM

Cook cut celery with canned
tomatoes. Or with an equal amount
What language did Jesus speak? of thinly sliced white turnip.
Scholars are not agreed on this sub
DENTAL NOTICE
ject. Four languages were in use in
Palestine in the time of Christ—
DR. J. H. DAMON
Hebrew, Aramaic, Latin and Greek. Is back in his office for the winter
It is generally supposed that the na and will make appointments each day
tive tongue of Jesus was the Galilean
from 10 to 2
dialect of the Syriac or Aramaic lan
130TStf
guage.—The Pathfinder.
LANGUAGE JESUS SPOKE

Plenty of Wet and Cold Days Ahead!

But Our All Rubber, Fleece Lined
GALOSHES Are Made To Keep Your Fee
Dry and Warm
Carried in tock to Fit All
Style Heels
In Four Colors
Black, Russett, Green or
Gray

McLain Shoe Store
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, ME.

r

Every-Other-Day
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UNION
LAPUA MOVEMENT
' ille«al and its activities forbidden.
Refuse Substitutes
___
| Since then a large number of ComFred Robbins who has been work
D .
.
r ,
(| munist agents have been * found
tieing An tLxplanatlon Ot gUuty of criminal activity and duty
ing for Earl Harmon has returned ;
There is nothing “just as good” as
frorcv
home.
Finland’s Efforts To Com- sentenced. New agents however
trained in Russia, have taken the
[ Charles Esancy who recently
bat Communism
place of those eliminated from the
bought the Robert Esancy place has
___
ranks. And so a state has been
! moved in and is making repairs on
Few subjects in this country have reached in which at the last political
1 the buildings.
begun to attract more widespread at- , elections, the Communists, who now
William Gleason. Reverdy Carroll
tention than communism, a move- j appeared under the name of the
and Wilson Merriam are on a huntm. nt which is known to have its "Workers' and Small Farmers' Par' ing trip in Ashland.
followers in Knox County. In Fin-, ty," received the votes of altogether
Orient Chapter. O.E.S.. will hold its
land there is underway a counter- about 130,000 voters, obtaining in a
annual inspection Friday evening
action known as “The Lapua Anti- Single-Chamber Parliament of 200
. with members of Golden Rod Chapmembers altogether 23 seats. The
Communist Movement.
i ter of Rockland as guests.
Lauri Ingman, professor in the existence and influence of this party
Mr. and Mrs. F. X. Roy and daughUniversity of Helsinki, former prime does not as such denote any actual
, ter Mabel who have been visiting
danger
of
a
revolution
in
the
coun

minister
and
recently
appointed
Mayflower
or
the
Pilgrim's
at
Ply

relatives in Berlin. N. H., have re
Magic Valley of Texas.
“Fresh from the Gardens”
try, but on the one ' hand it must
turned home.
Figures are uninteresting to the mouth Rock. We date the first set archbishop of Finland, has written be admitted that its effect in the
tlers from the colonies at Massa for the New York Uritiest (Finnish
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Bradstreet
854
average reader; Statistics are dull chusetts, Rhode Isalnd and Virginia. newspaper i an elaborate article con-j long run is to undermine the moral
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
went to Augusta Sunday and Monreading, but a few comparisons may Here are a few figures. The name of cerning the Lapua movement, and at i standard of certain classes of the
> i day to Gardner, Mass., where they
be acceptable. We have all read the State, the year of the first set the request of a number of local Fin- population, and on the other hand
have employment.
nish
residents
it
is
here
republished.
1
that
the
direct
proximity
of
Russia
many times of the huge size of the tlement, the town flrst settled and by
HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry were
•
•
»
»
|
might,
in
certain
circumstances
make
State of Texas, but you have to come whom.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett J)yer have visitors Sunday of Mr and Mrs. I. C.
Maine, 1624. Bristol. English; New 1. The Rise Against Communism in the existence and activity of a party
here and start to travel over the
moved to their recently purchased \ Powell of North Washington,
i a nua
I of this nature a source of consider
State before you are impressed. Texas Hampshire, 1623 Dover, Puritans;
farm, formerly the John Robbins I Carl Sukeforth of Washington has
The
latter
cir

'
able
risk
to
the
State.
is 700 miles from El Paso across to Vermont, 1724 Ft. Dummer, English:
1 place.
| been working for Charles Esancy
Towards
the
end
of
November
of
Port Arthur, and 700 miles from the Massachusetts, 1620, Plymouth. Puri last year a dramatic scene was en cumstances. in particular, helps to
It is reported that the former God- \ making repairs on his buildings,
Panhandle down to Brownsville. tans: Connecticut, 1635 Windsor. acted at Lapua in South-Ostroboth- explain why it is necessary to deal
mg and Hilt farms have recently j Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown of VasPuritans; Rhode Island, 1636. Provi nia. In this rural commune, one of with Communism in a sterner spirit
And how far is 700 miles?
changed hands.
\ salboro and Mr. and Mrs. Waldo
Finland, and to adopt a different
Well, 700 miles is from Rockland dence. English; Virginia. 1607, James the first to imprison the Bolshevist in
Harold Wiley and Henry Libby Hoit of Portland were at J. C. SimsUndard
ln
criticizin
g
anti-Comto Portland, to Boston to New York, town. English.
have built a camp which they expect i mons' Sunday.
About 100 years before all this Russian soldiery stationed in the lo- munist actlvit than in countries
to Philadelphia, to Wilmington, Del.,
i to occupy while working in the L. P I Nov. 10 to 16 is Education week
ca
ity
in
the
War
of
Libera
ion
of
|
farther
dis
tant
from
Russia.
to Baltimore, to Washington, to happened, we find the Spaniards had
True & Co.'s canning factory.
and parents are asked to make a
1918 and a district where after the
Further, in order to understand
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig.' special effort to visit school any day
Richmond, Virginia, to Raleigh, settled Tucson. Arizona; the Span war.
Communism had gained ex- the
Movement, it must be
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen, Mrs. Elea- i dUring the time to observe the usual
N C„ down to Cape Fear, near iards had also founded the city of tremely
little foothold, notices were uken int0 account th£t the smaI1
nor Payson. Miss Elizabeth Bartlett, j dady WOrk. Through the courtesy Of
Wilmington, North Carolina. That St. Augustine. Florida, in 1565; they
ap..a?"?U"5“Lthfarmers who compose the actual
Mrs. E. P. True and Miss Estelle Tbe Courier-Gazette the pupils seis the length of Texas. From Rock had settled in Santa Fe, N.M., before 400 '£
Communist
youths
at
a
“
Chalfarming-class in Finland—farming
that, in 1537. At the time the Pil, Bartlett attended Pomona Grange ’ curing the greatest number of visiland, Maine to Wilmington, N. C.
in West Rockport last Saturday.
each school will be reported.
And how wide is Texas? Just as grims were (Hearing the land around
m be oriramzed there in enn on a large scale is rare in Finland~
The children of the Corner School a|S0 jbe scbooi securing the greatest
wlde as from Rockland to Toledo or Plymouth, the French had landed
( ' De°rgac°“’ are serious-minded, hard working.
Columbus, Ohio. Maybe there is a and formed colonies in Louisiana and ^quel?ce
n°nce ne
highly patriotic men. to whom both
with their parents and friends made number of visitors and the school sebetter way to put it. Some of the Texas; the Swedes in Delaware, and *a®nI Political and social extravagances are
merry at a party in the hall on Hal- curing the largest percent for the
train
by
serious-minded
citizens,
who
:
aUen
stron
g
religious
currents
readers of this column may have the Dutch on Manhattan Island. New found the behaviour of the visitors move in this section of the
loween.
number of pupils.
la
_
William Thurlow and William A meeting for grade and rural
fought in France. France is a great York.
so
insulting
that
they
compelled
tion
especiallv
in
Sou
th
Ostro. Wright have made a decided im- j teachers of Union and Warren will
nation. So we will take all of France, And so these chaps here have a
where Lapua is situated, and
provement on the roadsides by cut- be held at the High School building
200,000 square miles; add to it all of history and "ancestors," too. France some of them to an unwilling prolongation
of
their
train-journey.
tbe
brazen
Communist
propaganda
____
Anheuser-Btrach
' ting the brush.
Belgium, 11,000 square miles; add all and Spain first ruled Texas; later it
Saturday of this week. The speakers
Among
those
left
at
the
station
a
g
a
j
nst
religion
and
moral
was
thus
Mrs. Amy Wadsworth has been will be Supt. C. E. Lord of Camden
of Denmark, 15,000 square miles; add became a part of Mexico; then it was
visiting her sister in Rockport.
---- -a---be armed- an afrront to its most sacred feelan independent republic, with
flago so”?e were
the countries of Greece and Switz „„
Supt. E. L. Toner of Rockland.
H. H. Weaver of Watertown, Mass., and
In tbe pjnniSb war of Libera erland—place them all in Texas, and of its own;after that itwas a part and_as'm addition, they were attired
The 55th wedding anniversary of
in town a few days last week Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Thurston
111 Rus®lan red
shirts, which they . tjon in wbicb the farming populawc have over 1000 square miles left of the UnitedStates: thenit seceded
Barley-Malt Syrup 1 was
guest of the L. A. Weavers^
was observed
Thursday evening
over, or half the State of Delaware. in 1861 and used the Confederate flag wore Russian fashion over their' tion provided the overwhelming maIn the death of George Hall ot at. their
... home in South TT
’ There
LIGHT OR DARK
Sure, you can put whole nations in And so altogether Texas has been trousers. the assembled public con- jority of the victorious army, it sacUnion.
North Hope, his friends feel the loss were four generations represented at
Texas. Yau can take Mussolini and under six flags—French, Spanish, fiscated both arms and shirts. When. rjflced muCh dear blood, and conseRICH IN BODY______
of a good neighbor and a helping
d‘^rB
all of Italy, place them in Texas, and Mexican, Independent. Confederate m spite of this welcome, an attempt qUenny the openly uttered threats
NOT BITTER
friend, and extend sympathy to hose and Mrs Thurston wilbur Thurston,
you have room left over for the king and United States. Match that rec- was made to hold the festival, a of Communlsls to bring to naught
number
of local, farmers
on (all the fruits of that war have sorely
who miss him in the family circle.
Mr and Mrs Q T Thurston Mr and
,
,
, arrived
.
of Sweden and his whole country.
ord if you can.
the scene and demanded that a tried the patriotic instincts of the
Mrs. William Gleason and four chilSometimes we hear talk of war
A A
meeting where God was mocked and farmers
OKr r S CORNER
dren -and Mrs. Hattie McFarland.
with Japan. The whole empire of
Japan, everything,is 200.000 square
You can find most any climate threats uttered agmst the Independ-. These grave, silent men have
Mr and Mrs. Frank Weaver and Several guests came from Rockland
miles. You canput the while busi- within the boundaries of this State, ence of the country be! immediately i nevertheless patiently endured the
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver and I| “Ltl
Uhe evening. Mr. and Mrs. Thurstori received many gifts and conness down in Texas—and have room and in that particular it resembles closed. This demand th£ local resi-| harmful activities of the Communists
----; daughter Frances were in Waterville tod
California,
although
it
is
nearly
twice
dents
themselves
carried
into
effect.
f
or
y
ears
though
naturally
with
ingratulatory messages.
left over for Maine. New Hampshir,,
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey Thursday.
the same time treating the rowdy creasing resentment, until finally and Mrs. Harry Peterson motored to
Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode as large. In the southern “Tip of
Mrs.
Amber
Childs
and
Mrs.
Ada
Texas.’ along the Valley of the Rio Communist youths to a hiding only a breath from without was Portland and return Thursday.
FALL LIMING BEST
Island. Connecticut and Delaware
Miss s»arv Snow was in Rockland ! Elwell Thursday attended theinannual
ro.,’ I
And so. when you start to travel Grande, where this is written, they though in this respect such restraint needed to kindle this pent-up anger
i
, meeting of the Farm Bureau in War- For the Lawns and the Gardens—
over Texas, you have some job ahead grow dates, figs, paw-paw. cotton, was shown that not a single com- mtQ flame That breath was sup- ln‘t „.ppk 5
ren.
by the insolenCe of tbe Com-1
Presents
Troublesome
Former
of you. Texas is as big as the total oranges, bananas, grapefruit-anci plamt ^^
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Allen
are
in
Fort
Albert and Kenneth Elwell were in Problem.
area of Belgium. Cuba. Denmark, the largest watermelons in the world, authorities.
munist intrusion at Lapua.
I
Fairfield
guests
of
Dr.
Herbert
KaiTenant's
Harbor
Wednesday.
Greece. Haiti. Portugal. Switzerland The climate is that of Palm Beach 2. The Conditions in Which the
(To be continued>
* j loch whom they accompanied home., Calvin Bragg spent the weekend Fall is the time that the home garand Miami. Then as you go north.
# Lapua Movement was Born
and Norway—eight nations.
pit^Mondarto'hlveluarm
Studley ol Me- dener and suburbanite is quite'likely
New Englanders make another mis you run right up to the borders of This in itself insignificant demonAPPLETON RIDGE
take. Without giving the matter se Oklahoma and Colorado, and you are stration was the origin of the La
putated
at
the
shoulder.
domak
was
overnight
guest Thurs- ;t0 look back over his spring and sumrious thought we take it for granted in the blizzard country—but still in pua Movement. To understand this Mrs. Evelyn» Pitman arrived home
William
Pratt
is
having
interior
^
°
f
“
J
5
'
Albert
Elwe
“- „ , , mer efforts in Iawn keePin» and garfrom
Knox
Hospital
Sunday
much
Texas.
that everything started with the
fact the following should be borne
work done on his house.
.
vWr^peE1S ,°,n a
"gdr P deninB- In appraising the results
improved in health.
in mind.
Mrs. Ed. Fala and daughter went j0“ R^ph wereVn Augult^MoX' obtained' the errors loom 'ar** and
The Communist movement, led and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Olson and
financed from Russia, has, since Fin daughter of Brunswick and Mr. and to Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph and P,ans are made for next spring which
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. son Ronald are spending a few weeks iare designed to correct the difficulland became an independent State, Mrs. Herbert Brown and daughter of
Morris died Oct. 29
gained a certain foothold chiefly in Augusta were Sunday visitors at A. Allison
rnnkBrownmrd Wss Eva Torrey W
0fJe«erson haTem-' ‘‘one of the most troubiesome prob
poorly-situated section of the popu H. and L. N. Moody's.
Weekend
guests
of
Miss
Alice
lation
of
the
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and
rural
dis
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M
lems to contend with is the lawn. Far
b
a
7
tricts. This is due to the violent ag Moody were Mrs. Martha Arrington
too often, we lose sight of the fact
___
,,,,,
__
Mrs.
Evie
Morelen
Studley,
county
'3 [
10
itation amongst this economically Moody and Miss Ruth Mitchell.
L
W 1 y bulldmg a new shcd , president of the W.C.T.U., was in this that the lawn is a crop and if prop^
It
IZ
relatively poorly situated section of The annual Harvest Home was
I i.Tio
' Place Thursday arid spoke at the erly maintained, a permanent crop
the population, the members of well attended, and about $180 was j
B
“J,- 'i ? school in the afternoon and in the of beauty. Like all farm crops, lawn
b
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which have possibility of controlling
at tne
the uiurcn.
church.
d
—,■ rotn-nod
i
evening (it
grasses
require
an agreeable
seed—
P. D. Do
Perry
returned tr.to p-njr.pr
Palmer, mother is in Knox Hospntal.
u
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ditions in Soviet-Russia, “The Work
Several
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place
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'
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f
daughter
’
several
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has
returned
home
lime
content
and
become
acid
or
ers'
Own
State,"
painted
for
them
by
14
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and Mr- and Mrs. Harold Orff and "sour." This condition is easily corthe Communist agitators. Amongst th^Halloween social and emertai^ ’
the educated classes and the actual
i innr
daughter Velma are with Mr. Achorn rected by applying a moderate ap30 31
Z7
farming population the movement ment Friday evening at Burkettville
NOR I H HOPE
Mrs. Cora Boman has returned plication of lime every three to five
held
by
the
schools.
has found no support. It need not Mrs. Raymond Keating and Miss
vW
home after a visit of several weeks years. The amount to apply varies
34
33
37
be said that this agitation has been Jennie Swanson of Massachusetts
with the soil requirement. If thus
George A. Hall of this place died in with her son in Jefferson.
on the same lines, followed the same were in town last week to attend the . Rockland Sunday, and his sudden
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Walter and operation has not been performed in
3i>
i 3b
Muscovite directives, as elsewhere Harvest Home sale and supper and illness and death came as a great Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and recent years, fifty pounds of hydra
in Europe. Religion and morals are calling on acquaintances. While here | shock to his friends. He was a man daughter Ruth of Gardlher spent ted lime per thousand square feet
dragged in the dirt, patriotic feeling they made their headquarters at M. | Quiet friendliness, deeds and ready Sunday with their father Sanford (or equivalent in other materials!
40
HZ 43 44
37 38 59
4-1
grossly affronted, passionate de M Brown's
should be sufficient. By doing this
j sympathy, and his loss is keenly felt Walter.
mands are made for the institution Mrs. Gertrude Moody and son Iin his home town. Always ready to
Plans are being made for the an work in the fall, the lime neutralizes
4b
48
47
15
of political and social conditions in Joseph, Mrs. Ethel Moody. Lawrence ' help another without thinking of nual Harvest supper to be held Nov. considerable of the soil acids by
spring.
accordance with those of Soviet- Ruth and Warren Moody were guests seR' he leaves the pleasantest of re 11.
bo
5Z
53
49
51
Russia by revolutionary means, mili- Saturday of relatives in Augusta. Irf giembrances in the hearts of his
In addition to lime, rotted manure
, tary and other espionage practised, the evening they attended a surprise friends. Obituary notice will be given
Seed corn can be protected from or compost may' also bc applied in
5b
5b
54
and so on. The rostrum'provided by party celebrating the 25th wedding later. Funeral services were held weevils or grain moth? by storing it the fall. This should be well distriParliament, the meetings of muni anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Wednesday from his late residence.
in tight mouseproof receptacles and buted over the surface of the lawn
1
bl 6Z
bo
cipal representatives, the Press, all Bradford, the latter a sister of Mrs.
57 56 59
Miss Susie Wiley __
and________
Mernard inclosing one pound of moth balls or and worked into the grass with a
have been misused to incite the pop Moody.
Wiley of Charlestown, Mass., are at naphthalene for each bushel of corn. rake. . Commercial fertilizer is quite
ulation against the present social or
j the home of their sister Mrs. Clara 1 This will prevent damage by the in- generally applied early in the spring
b'3
b4
C
der, all the opportunities for wrong
Hall called by the illness and death sects and will not injure the seed, to supply the necessary plant foods
SOUTH WARREN
ful use of privileges offered by a libof their brother-in-law, George A. The corn should be thoroughly dry and give the grass a quick, healthy
bb
bb
JZL
j eral legislation in respect of freedom Mrs. Rufus Overlook visited her I Hall.
, before storing.
\ start.
of the Press, freedom of meeting and father Nclson Spear in Cushing, Sun-,
i the right to form associations have day.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
| been assiduously studied and put to Mrs. W. K. Jordan is recovering
13- A season
48- A drug
1-Prohlbita
use. On the part of the Govern from an acute attack of pleurisy.
6-A variety of large 49- Nothing
14- A vegetable (pi.)
i ment a careful watch -ftas been kept Mrs. Mary Orne called on Blanch
16»A gem
hen
50- Moved
over this activity against the State, ard Orne in Thomaston last week.
18-Comfort
11- Masculine name
BS-iFish eggi
j Wherever a possibility has presented Mr. Orne is in very poor health.
(familiar)
20-One
54- Massuline name
ORANGE CREAM CAKE
Mrs. Rose Marshall Saturday paid
12- One (German)
55- A compound made 22-Large lake between 1 itself strict measures have been taken
to check the activities of the Com a visit to her teacher of 60 years ago,
14- A strong or sudden
U. S. and Canada
from aloes
munists. Thus, in 1923, the whole Mrs. Emma Leach of West Rockport.
24-Uncertain searchers
wind
56- Greek letter E
group of Communist members of Mrs. Marshall has six former teach
15- Camel-like animal
57-An upright tablet of 25-Built
As Alice Bradley makes it
Parliament were arrested and sen ers living: W. O. Fletcher of Colo
(S. Am.)
stone (Archeol.)
23-A species of lyric
tenced to fairly long terms of im- rado; Mrs. Sarah Russell. Mrs. Hattie
17-Confederate general 60-A fine grade of tea
poem
i prisonment for treasonable acts McFarland, E. J. Kalloch, Warren;
19-Mu*ical study
63-A metal
31-Penet-ate
I while at the same time the Com Mrs. Lucy Creighton. Massachusetts;
21-A precious stone
64-A Hebrew measure 33-To spread loosely
munist Party as such was declared and Mrs. Emma Leach, West Rock
23- One (Scot.)
of capacity
for drying
port. Can any other name six teach
24- Explosive shell
65- Deny
34- Duet (Anat.)
ers to whom they attended school
’thrown by hand
66- Electric machine
37- A fruit
between 50 and 60 years ago.
26- Part of the body
38- 0 home in Greece
Six members of Good Will Grange
27- The natural fat
39- A volume o' maps
VERTICAL
attended Pomona at West Rockport
29- Edge
40- Nothing
Saturday. There was a good attend
y not now ?
30- To tie again
42-Assent
2- Balance (abbr.)
ance and 116 sat down to a fine din
32-Tyrant
3- Sleeveless garment '3-Not yet settled
ner. A good program was carried
34- A thin layer of
44-Robs
worn In Arabia
out. The question "What points
choice wood upon
16-Noiselcss
4- Vertical part of a
would I consider in buying a farm?”
47-An artie’e having
All-Star, “Kitchena common surface
stair
brought forth a great many different
35- Ajar
three feet
5- Bird dog
tested" Recipe by
ideas and proved of interest to every
56- An agreement
51- A claw
6- A malicious old
Alice Bradley, Fa
one. Ano riginal recitation by Aedlla
57- Ornamented with
52- Foe
woman
mous Cooking Editor
Veazie was as usual enthusiastically
53-Tw'tching of
beads
7- Angered
a nd Principal of Miss
received. Good music was furnished,
muscles
4t_-Rises in the form of 8-Curious scraps of
Farmer s School of
Don’t
Bro. Bryant at the piano.
59-Time period '
steam
literature
Cookery, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Nettie Copeland entertained
61- Know (Scot.)
46-To change
9-Border
neglect your child’s a family party at a chicken dinner
62- Feminine name
46-Determined
,10-Stoned
Sunday in honor of her mother’s
COUGH or COLD
birthday anniversary. Bpsides her
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Mrs. Rose Marshall there
r Ythis rn'Mer"counter-irritant.” mother
SEARSMONT
were present Mr. and Mrs. L. B
Good
old
Musterole
now
made
N
s
S eK 5 O
R A P T
milder for babies and small children. So Wood, Bangor, Mrs. C. G. Burns and
The men of Community Church
O L E O £1 * N
AR N 1 c A
pleasant
to use and so reliable—apply daughter Virginia &f Friendship and
I will have a baked bean and pastry
S T i In N E p
M A N G L E
Children
’
s
M usterole freely to the affected the host and hostess. Mrs. Marshall
i supper at the M. E. vestry Nov. 11.
o N
H u eW GA D
E R A
area once every hour for five hours. was also the recipient of presents and
All are invited.
This and 14 other ALL-STAR
O R ■p £ N S
L Ou T
from other friends.
Bert Knight has bought the stave That’s the safe, sure treatment that cards
E * S
Good Will Grange hall was the
F E T E
millions of mothers and leading doctors
and
heading
mill
recently
owned
byBetty Crocker “Kitchen-tested
scene Thursday evening of a very
p E A T 1 p. PK E
nurses recognize and endorse.
L A 1 R
Frank Fuller and will move his fam- j andMusterole
gets action because it is a successful Halloween party. The hall
E te' £ A Y
s A M P
O 5 E
ily here from Belfast, locating in Da- "counter-irritant"—not just a salve
Recipes inside every sack of
dimly lighted by jack o’ lanterns
P A D
E D E
P E s T E R
; vid Craig's house. Mr. and Mrs. — it penetrates and stimulates blood was
in thc weird light ghosts came
R A T H L te" c A s E D
Knight were formerly of this town . circulation, helps to draw out infection and
and went with hollow groans and
OR E
1 A R
c A K Y
and everyone will be glad to welcome and pain.
grotesque manners. The prize for
A D O B c L H E rW R &,p
them back.
That’s why this famous blend of oil of
R E c E 1 V LjP
] Mrs. Sarah Burgess of Union has . mustard, camphor, menthol and other the best male costume was awarded j
M lO R T A L
to William T. Smith who as a witch
E A T N E P O
been a recent guest of her daughter
pR A 1 S E
helpful ingredients brings relief naturally. was certainly a success. For the best
R
G
R
s
D
Mrs.
Harold
Cobb.
'
5 E N s E S
Keep full strength Musterole on hand
O'"
Miss Michels, a former high school for adults and Children’s Musterole for costume for the ladies the vote was
a tie between Annie Page and Alice
I teacher in this place has been visiting the little tots.
Copeland, but lots being drawn the I
“Kitchen-tested
friends here the past week.
CHILDREN
prize fell to Alice Copeland. Leslie
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller are wel
Copeland
and
Laura
Copeland
re

coming a little girl in their home. :
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
ceived prizes for clog dancing. After ,
born Oct. 25, this making them an'
many stunts were done, candy, pop I
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND even number—four boys and four
corn and grapes were served. The'
girls.
Osteopathic Physician
Grange has candidates in waiting '
The “red jackets" are plentiful in
TODAY TIIF, BEST BAKERS ARE M AKING A VARIETY OF DELICIOUS CAKES—HAVE YOU TRIEDTHF.M?
who are expecting to take the de
k
Telephone 136
i town at present, all looking for a
grees
this
Thursday
night.
wu>
deer

)QU.S
a
'AISDliKER^

R

n

SALADA

NOW, HE ENJOYS
FOODS THAT USED
TO DISAGREE

TEA

No adulterants
1OO per cent
9
pure

Budweiser

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

’“For over five years it seemed like
everything I enjoyed eating would
disagree with me,” says Charles L.
Garman, 5138 Irving St..Philadelphia.
I suffered from headaches; was ner
vous; couldn’t sleep right.
•
“I tried a lot of things for indi
gestion, but nothing really helped
•until my doctor started me on Pape’s
Diapepsin. I have used five packages
and have gained five pounds. I eat
anything—fried things, hot cakes;
foods that used to disagree. I seldom
feel thc least discomfort nowadays,
but when I do I just take a tablet
of Pape’s Diapepsin and in a mo
ment my stomacn is all right.”
When thousands like Mr. Garman
are coming right out in public to
praise Pape’s Diapepsin, there seems
no reason to doubt that it does what
is claimed for it to help people who
.sulTer from acid-dyspepsia, and the
heartburn, gas, nausea, belching,
headaches, dizziness, etc., caused by
this common ailment. But those wdio
wish further proof before buying
may easily have it. The makers agree
to send anyone a trial package
absolutely FREE. Just write “Pape s
Diapepsin,” Wheeling. W. Va.

DiapepsiH
IQuick Relief for Stomach Ills!

Action Without Harm
Whenever Constipated
Here’s a way to lie rid of constipa
tion and its ills—a way that work*
quickly, effectively, but gently.
A candy Cascaret at night—thd
next morning you’re feeling fine.
Breath is sweetened; tongue cleared;
biliousness, headaches, dizziness, gas
vanish. Repeat the treatment two or
three nights to get the souring waste
out of your system. See how appetite
and energy return; how digestion
improves.
The action of Cascareta is sure,
complete, helpful to everyone.. They
are made from eascara. which doctors
agree artually stmgthfnn bowel muteles. All drug stores have the 10c
boxes.
jzjzizrajzrajaizjzrejzrejzjgjzrajaizri
Satisfaction for
LIVE POULTRY and EGG
SHIPPERS

If you want the best selling the market
affords, ship to

W. F. WYMAN & CO.
4 Faneuil Hall Market. Boston. Mass.
Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
returns at all times.
For twenty years we
have been rendering better service to our
shippers. Testimonials, auotations and tasy
furnished on request.
ne»eieuce: i**edeiai

GOLD MEDAL
"Kitchen -tested"

FLOUR

82-Tb*t(

National Bank.

SEE
And Hear The

NEW CROSLEY
RADIO

0Y,
cres

T

•

The “Buddy”
$64.50

.

Complete
i

Installed in your home

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632 MAIN Si;.

ROCKLAND

AUTHORIZED
CROSLEY DEALER
130Ttl39

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your

LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES MeKELLAR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry raiser
109-tf

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Dentist
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephoiy 915-M
8ltf

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

T«l*ph»nN 1290; ftwidtno* 2U-II
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Every-Other-Day

their way southward All these and loween entertainment.. Much credit
the trip being a part of his work. C. L. Boman; secretary, L. E. Wil
NORTHJ4AVEN
ROCKPORT
VINALHAVEN
many more mute reminders that the is due the teacher and pupils. The
Never
before
have
Vinalhaven
peo

liams;
treasurer,
E.
H.
Bradstreet;
THE
LOITERER
Dr. R. H. Thompson left Wednes
Mr. and Mrs Edwin Storms ac
year is going down the declivity and proceeds received from the sale of
ple
been
privileged
to
witness
such
condustress,
Georgie
Roberts;
associ

There never was a more beautiful day for Boston where with his family
companied Mr. and Mrs. John New
soon Mother Earth will be covered homemade candies, pop corn, the
Clara S. Overlock,
stunts
in
flying
as
Max
did.
It
shows
ate
conductress,
Beulah
Drew;
Adah.
man of Rockland Sunday on a motor November day than that of last Sun he will spend the winter months.
with a blanket of snow, to sleep until grab box. supper and dance, net the
what
training
may
do
along
those
Leah
Snowman;
Ruth.
Agnes
trip to Malden, Mass., Mr. Newman day.
Mrs. Margaret Libby who has been lines, in only a few months and It Smalley; Esther. Allie Lane; Martha, Oh. suns and skies and clouds of June the warm winds of March awaken school a very nice sum of money.
taking home his mother who had been
Mrs. J. O. Brown and daughter the guest of her daughter Mrs. Fred
all her little children and call them
Mrs. Lewis Fish and baby have re
And all of June to gether.
visiting at his home for a month. Miss Voni Brown left Monday on the Morong In Rockport returned home surely requires much courage on the Nellie Vinal: Electa, Mary L. Arey: You cannot rival for one hour
once more to make glad the hearts of turned home from Mrs. Ada Mitch
part
of
the
aviator
.
His
parents
Mr.
marshall,
Gertrude
Hall;
chaplain,
October's bright blue weather.
They remained in Malden over night, Bodwell for Lynn, where they will Monday.
men.
i ell's.
and Mrs. Frank M. White must have Mary Noyes; warder, Tena Christie;
Last week the weather was un I love the merry springtime
leaving Monday morning for Con spend the winter.
M. E. Landers was in Rockland been proud of their son ln the suc pianist, Ola Ames; sentinel, Frank usually
warm, the sky hazy, the earth When the pussy willows shed
cord, N. H., where they made a short
Good reports are heard of the mu
leather coats and wear
cess of his undertaking.
Rossiter. Past Matron Mary L
and dusty from the prolonged Their
call on Mrs. Storms’ sister, Mrs. sic courses given in the schools by Monday.
Miss E. F. Roberts and Miss Eliza Marion Mae, daughter of Mr. and Arey for her long and faithful serv dry
soft white furs Instead.
drought—the trees one riotous mass I Their
Charles Ames, and then proceeded on Miss Dorothy Stone. Arrangements beth Weiderhold entertained the
love the golden summertime
When flowers bloom so fair.
the return trip to Rockland.
are now being made for the use of the members of the Apron Club Tues Mrs. Scott Littlefield, entertained ice as secretary of Marguerite of yellow and red Intermingled with When
singing birds and humming bees
the following friends at her home Chapter, was presented by the mar the dark green of the pine and fir, Are flying
The Twentieth Century Club will library piano at the High School day at Bridgeside.
ln the air.
Monday
afternoon
from
4 to 8, in shal. Gertrude Hall, In behalf of the truly a gorgeous sight. Today all is I love the glorious autumn
be entertained Friday afternoon at building.
B. L. Lane returned Tuesday.from
With Its riot of red and gold.
the home of Mrs. Alice Gardner in
Friday night the High School held Baltimore making the trip from honor of her 7th birthday anniver chapter a large bouquet of red car changed. The rain has washed" the With
of blue, with frosty nights.
stead of Mrs. Annie Gardner as was a successful Halloween social at Rockland by plane. Enroute he sary: Carrie Oray, Ruth Lyford. nations and was made an honorary dust from the grass and leaves, the Andskies
crisp and cold.
member. Mrs. Eliza Arey, who will days are very cool, the sky is of a I love mornings
stated in a previous issue. Members Crockett’s hall.
Marilyn
Carver,
Ruth
Carver,
Doris
the
winter's soft white snow
visited relatives in Boston.
Say* “Take Lydia E. Pinkhave
reached
her
80th
birthday
this
deep
clear
blue,
and
where
last
week
That
sparkles
In
the sun
please note the change.
Geary.
Dorothy
Conway.
Astrid
A meeting will be held Tuesday
hides the bare brown earth until
Ernest E. Thompson and Milton night at the Northeast schoolhouse Lafayette Carver Relief Corps was Rosin, Ruth Crlbbs, Evelyn Hopkins, month was also made an honoran the trees were covered with bright And
ham’s Vegetable Compound”
last Tuesday night by Richard Oeary, Ernest Clayter, member. After remarks the chapter ness, now they are brown, with leaves Another year's begun.
Prescott of Camden returned Wed which everyone is invited to attend. inspected
State
Inspecting
Officer
Mrs.
The
Loiterer,
nesday afternoon from an enjoyable Go early to get a seat. The meeting
George Smith, Fernald Young. Mary closed and all marched to the ban- I falling to the ground, leaving bare
Washington, Me. N.C.C1 No. 3.
hunting trip along the Passadumkeag begins at 7.15 or as soon as the crowd Eliza Plumrper of Rockland. She Johnson, Ruth Williams, Richard quet hall, where a supper was served the branches.
Ft. Meyers, Fla,—“Lydia E. Pinkwas
accompanied
by
her
father
Com

bv the regular officers with Associate I Today as I came from school I saw
stream in the Allagash region, bring gets there.
Williams.
Malcolm
Whittington.
barn’s Vegetable Compound is the best
rade Huntley and State Commander Gerald Halt Evelyn Dunbar, Ken Matron Hllma Webster as chairman. 1 a gray squirrel scamper across the
BURKETTVILLE
ing with them a fine deer.
medicine I ever
Church school attendance last Phllbrick, both of Rockland. Sup
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
neth Calderwood, Everett Tolman, Games and Halloween Stunts filled road and climb a tree. The little fal
Mrs. Ben Plummer of Massachu
heard of. Before
low no doubt was after nuts for his setts has been visiting her mother
Chapter, O.E.S., was held Tuesday 8unday was 78. The goal for the per was served at 6 o'clock, before Jean Strachan, Leslie Smith, Betty the remainder of the evening.
my baby was born
year is set at 100.
the ceremonies. The entertainment Brown, Ellen Burgess, Nita Malstrom,
winter's store. And apples—there Mrs. Cora Grinnell.
evening.
I was always weak
Mrs. Everett Spear and daughter committee was Addie Magnuson,
Mrs. Harold Pendleton of Dark
Watch for the opening date of Ye are bushels of apples—“in piles like
Carl
Keliwlck,
Marion
Webb,
Robert Esancy and family and Mr.
and rundown. I
Harbor who has been visiting her Adelia with Mr. and Mrs. Georgia Maude Peasley and Abbie Hutchin Miriam Greenleaf, Muriel Baum, Olde Mille Miniature Golf Course at jewels shining"—on the ground, that and Mrs. Frank Esancy spent Sunday
bad nervous spells
are of no value because of the rail at Stanley Jones’ in Washington.
sister, Mrs. Ella Shibles for a few Spear Lovejoy left here Saturday son. While in town1 Mrs. Plummer William Littlefield. Max Mills. Vinalhaven.
131-tf
until I couldn't do
road worms which infest them. If
days, returned home Monday. She morning. The former will visit for was entertained by Mrs. Langtry Robert Littlefield, Jackie Littlefield.
my housework. A
Lorenzo
Linscott
and
family
were
a
time
with
friends
and
later
it
is
Smith.
they were picked up and pressed into
was accompanied by her father, Wel
Games were played and Ice cream
lady told me about
LAST IMPORTANT DROUGHT
"apple juice" would those who drank at Walter Calderwood’s in Union
lington Fields, who has been at the expected she will make her home Mr. and Mrs T. E. Libby returned and eake were served.
the Vegetable
Tuesday from Boston. ,
with her daughter Georgia.
it ever think of the number of worms Sunday.
Shibles home the past few months.
Compound and it
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ephraim
Calderwood,
There
was
a
large
attendance
Clubs
meet
this
week
as
follows:
The
medals,
trophies
and
gifts
re

The
last
nation-wide
drought
com

that had helped to flavor it?
The O. P. Shepherd kirn sheds are
strengthened me.
These cool mornings Medomak James Calderwood Mrs. Julia Bur
now being demolished as a part of the ceived by Col. Charles A. Lindbergh Odd Fellows, Thursday, at the hall; Monday evening at Marguerite parable to the one this year occurred
Beside my own
gess
and
children
and
Mrs.
Grace
Chapter,
OF.S.,
to
observe
past
Chataneet
Club,
Thursday,
with
Mrs.
in 1901. There have been five such Lake is beautiful with Its cloud of
improvements which are being made are amazing in number, from kings
housework I am
Kennedy
and
daughter
spent
Sunday
matrons
’
and
post
patrons'
night.
Ira
MacDonald:
Needlecraft,
Wed

and countries all over the world,yand
droughts since the close of the Civil gray mist hanging over and reflected
along the waterfront.
now working in a restaurant and I feel
Tickets are selling rapidly for the from scores of American cities and nesday at Craventhirst. the Fifield The several stations were filled by War. In 1901 according to the gov back as the sun shines upon It. Take at Nelson Calderwood's.
better than I have in three years. I hope
A
large
attendance
of
parents
and
the following past matrons and ernment, com yielded an average of a walk through the woods and listen
three-act comedy "Deacon Dubbs*' individuals. They are bewildering bungalow.
iny letter will be the means of leading
which is to be staged by the Trytohelp in variety and their value represents Max White, a student of Rock patrons: W.M., Lena Davidson; 17 bushels to the acre; this year, it to the beechnuts fall like raindrops friends were present at Grange hall some other woman to better health.”—
Friday
evening
when
the
grammar
Club Friday evening at Town hall. hundreds of thousands of dollars. land Aviation training school, ar i patron, O. C. Lane; associate matron, is estimated, the yield will be about patter, patter, to the ground, while
Mas. Bertha Rivebs, 2914 Polk St.,
in the distance are a flock of crows on and primary schools gave a fine Hal Ft. Meyers, Florida.
This comedy has met with marked Most of them are in a special exhibit rived Monday ln an airplane alone, Blanche Kittredge; associate patron, 19 bushels—The Pathfinder
success in other towns where it has room in the Missouri Jefferson Mu
been presented and with the cast as seum at St. Louis. The writer re
outlined, only success can be the re ceived recently from friends of that
sult of Friday night's performance. city an illustrated booklet containing
1920-7. Tlie old Soeony Motor Oil
A sale of aprons, cooked food, candy half-tone reproductions of the many
... a splendid lubricant for the
and mysteries will be held in the aft honors bestowed upon Col. Lind
motor of that period. Outsold all
ernoon from 2 to 5.
bergh.
others in New York and New England.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shibles and Miss
There were ten in the young la
Dorothy Fields left Thursday morning dies choir Sunday. The soloists were
for Edisto Island, S. C., where they Miss Alice Nutt and Miss Alice
will remain for the winter, Mr. Woodman. Gratifying comments are
Shibles being employed there by heard of the fine work these young
Donald Dodge.
ladies are doing under the leadership
I
of Mrs. Lester Stone. Sunday night
the choir sang in connection with
1928-9. Soeony Aircraft Oil —a
the second service led by those who
vastly improved motor oil; the oil
attended the recent C. E. convention
in Rockland. Miss Mabel Bray sang
most in demand in New York and
the C. E. rally song. The reports
New England during this period.
given by Edith Cooper and Albra
Stone were excellent. There was a
good attendance.

BEST MEDICINE
SHE KNOWS OF

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Maine Boy is
Strongest
%

“A/fY son, Leonard, suffered with

1VJL his stomach and bowels until
he was quite listless and weak,” says
Mrs. E. Savage, 553 Cumberland
Ave. Portland.
“Now it’s a different story as you
can see from his picture. He’s strong
and full of life. I gave him California
Fig Syrup because my mother used
it. It increased his appetite, helped
him wonderfully. Since then I have
used California Fig Syrup myself
with benefit as a laxative.”
To show how California Fig Syrup
acts to build up and strengthen naifsick, headachy, constipated children
through giving tone and strength to
weak stomach and bowels, nothing
could be more convincing than
praise like this.
Your doctor will approve the use of
this pure vegetable product—as often
as an impure breatn, coated tongue,
listlessness, feverishness or lack of
appetite warn of constipation—or to
keep bowels from clogging during
colds or children’s diseases.
When buying, look for the word
California on carton and bottle. That
marks the genuine.

CALI FORMA

FIG SYRUP
far

LAXATIVE-TONIC

CHILDREN

How Old Are You?

This Is The
Date I’m

48

My Mind Is Keen—My Skin
Is Clear—Of Petty Ills
1 Have No Fear
No doubt about it—I am 48 and
never felt better in my life—I feel
like 30 and you can take my word
for it—It’s the little Dally Dose ot
Kruschen That Does It
Once I was fat and forty—had
headaches a plenty—Was tired out
most of the time—My liver was slug
gish and my bowels inactive—1
searched for a real remedy and by
good fortune I found it in Kruschen
Salts.
Fat isn't healthy—so Physicians
state and I want to say to this world
full of fat people—that the Kruschen
Method of losing fat is safe, sure
and sensible—just cut out sweets—
pies, pastries and ice cream for a
month—go light on potatoes, rice,
butter, cream and sugar—and don't
forget to take one-half a teaaspoon of
Kruschen Salts in a glass of hot
water before breakfast every morn
ing.
I wish I could induce every over
weight person on earth to try this
splendid method—It surely doesn't
cost but a trifle—for an 85 cent bottle
lasts 4 weeks and can be bought at
David L. McCarty's or any drug store
in the world—Get it—Grow Thin—
Feel younger.

KILLS 103 MTS
ON NEBRASKA FARM
A Nebraska farmer killed 103 rats
in 12 hours with K-R-0 (Kills Rats
Only ), the product made by a special
process of squill, an ingredient highly
recommended by the U. S. Govern
ment. It is sure death to rats and
mice but harmless to dogs, cats,
poultry or even baby chicks. K-R-O
is today America’s most widely used
rat and mouse exterminator. Sold by
druggists on money back guarantee.

Mrs. Rodney Davis and Mrs. Rose
Davis of Port Clyde were visitors at
the home of their aunt Mrs. Brain
ard Winchenbach, Wednesday after
noon. Mrs. Davis' brother's wife.
Mrs. Oeorge Page of West Somer
ville, Mass., and Mrs. Page’s sister
also of Somerville were in the party.
Much sympathy is expressed to
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter (Doro
thy Wallace) in the loss of their in
fant son, who died suddenly Satur
day of acute indigestion.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rock
land and Hiram G. Labe of Thomas
ton were Sunday visitors at A. E.
Wallace's.
, Mrs. Martin Collamore is visiting
her sister Mrs. Verne Achorn at
Thomaston.
The Union Aid was entertained
Wednesday at the cottage of Mrs.
Ellis Lawry at Forest Lake. It was a
joint meeting with the Ladies' Aid of
Friendship, of which there were 21
present. A bountiful dinner was
served at noon, and during the day
two quilts were knotted. It proved
a delightful day and the effort put
forth by Mrs. Lawry and daughter
Eda to make it so was much appre
ciated by the guests.

And NOW—the New Soeony Motor
Oil.Perfected..proved in every way lEvrn
better than '’Aircraft’* for your car.

/

THE LONGEST FORWARD STEP IN

RAZORVILLE
The telephone men are continuing
work on the lines in town.
«
William Leigher is suffering from
a lame arm.
Pearl Prescott of Cooper's Mills
and family of 12 were visitors Sun
day at Edmund Prescott's.
Mrs. Isaac Meservey and children
are with her mother Mrs. Rose Smal
ley.
Children’s night was observed at
the Grange. Several from the Razorville school took part ln the pro
gram.
Mrs. Edith Overlock, Miss Evelyn
Bartlett, Lysander Bartlett, Mrs. Ella
Brann and Mr. and Mrs. Arno Bart
lett attended the Trinity Union at
thc Chelsea chapel and report a fine
meeting with the house ovverfllled
with people attracted by the spiritual
atmosphere always found there and
the tempting autumn weather.
Friends of Mrs. Clara Hibbert are
sorry to hear she is ln ill health at
Malden, where she is staying with
her daughter Mrs. Kahrmann.
Mrs. Lydia Jones is at the hospital
in Brunswick receiving treatment for
an infected foot. Mrs. May Hibbort
is keeping house for her.
Ralph Hibbert is working on the
Loomis place.
Edith Overlook was at Bolton Hill
last week to visit Mrs. W. H. Bruce
who is in ill health.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Esancy of
Union were Sunday visitors at Stan
ley Jones’.
SUN AND THE RADIO

The effect of eclipses of thc sun on
radio communication is one of the
scientific mysteries whose solution
rests with the future.
Radio engineers, appraised of thc
fact that receiving sets at Honolulu
acted strangely, distorting messages
about the eclipse, said that the effect
of eclipses Is a puzzle that radio ex
perts have struggled in vain to solve.
George Milne, division engineer of
the National Broadcasting Company,
said that during the last eclipse in
the United States, government and
amateur radio men conducted test«
whose results were conflicting.
The sun, Mr. Milne said, has a
decided effect on radio waves. For
instance a broadcast receiver in New
York will pick up messages at night
from Chicago it would not pick up
in daylight because the sun absorbs
radio energy,. Theoretically, there
fore, reception during an eclipse
should be better, but it apparently
wasn't. Just why it wasn't no one
knows, Mr. Milne said.
The fact that the receivers at
Honolulu emitted a grinding noise
Indicated static, the engineer said.
This in turn is a manifestation of a
magnetic storm. Such storms, which
are generally understood to bear a
relation to sun spots, have been un
usually bad during the past summer.

MOTOR OIL/

SOCONY MOTOR OIL
other—what you want and should have in a motor

Perfected

5 reasons for changing today to the

oil. . . . full lubricating value.

In the new Soeony Motor Oil “full lubricating

... proved *

value” means something more than it ever has

meant before. For we have perfected and proved

for you not just one or two but every character

in every way!

istic a motor oil should have.

We have wbrked
for more than two and a half
I

1

(Even better than "AIRCRAFT”

years developing this finer lubricant. We have had

for your car)

and the most modern research laboratories. We

at our disposal the most highly trained engineers
have had the pick of the choicest crude oils and

HIS is an announcement so important to

T

every automobile owner that we put aside
all technical language and tell it to you in

the simplest words.
We have produced the netf Soeony Motor Oil

which gives you—to a greater degree than any

the most up-to-date refineries in the United States.
We have had the benefit of 55 years of experience

in the manufacture of lubricating oils.
We sincerely believe you will find the new Socony Motor Oil the ideal lubricant for your motor.

We invite you, we urge you, to try it.

New Soeony Motor Oil
1. Perfected Lubrication. Less wear on your
motor. The new Soeony Motor Oil is made from a Paraf
fine Base crude, selected because of its greater inherent oili
ness (adsorption). Refined by the new and exclusive Soeony
Process which gives additional lubricating value.

2. Minimum Oil Consumption. Will not break
down. No engine heat or pressure severe enough to de
compose this oil or destroy its lubricating value. Only
through contamination by foreign matter which finds its
way into the crankcase can the lifeof this oil be limited.
3. Easy Starting in Coldest Weather. Selected Par
affine Base Oil.. . completely dewaxed. More fluid at low
temperatures than any other oil. Instant lubrication. Less
drain on your battery.

4. Fuel Economy and Increased Power. Maintains
proper “body” at all engine temperatures. Result; perfect
piston seal, maximum power, minimum fuel consumption.
5. A Clean Motor. New refining process reduces to a
minimum all harmful elements which cause carbon, gum and
sludge. The new Soeony Motor Oil insures a clean motor.

Every statement regarding thc superiority of the new Soeony Motor Oil is substantiated by actual
performance tests in the air, on land, and on the water—certified by recognized authorities.

STANDARD

OIL

SOCONY SPECIAL GASOLINE plus ETHYL ®

COMPANY

OF

NEW

YORK

. SOCONY BANNER GASOLINE . . . SOCONY Certified LUBRICATION . . . SOCONY MOTOR OILS

r
T. Norwood. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
WARREN
Norwood. Herbert Thomas and Philip
Mrs. Richard Buick and daughter Simmons. Three tables of bridge
Susan, Miss Sarah Lermond and were at play and the honors taken
Bayer-Tablets
Mrs Harold Stanton of Bath visited by Miss Gertrude Robbins ’and by
Mrs. Ella Lewis last Friday.
H. L- Robbins. A lunch of erab stew
Mrs. G. WL Tiffany is spending a was served.
few days with Mrs. Rosa Cutting.
Herbert Bucklin was seriously in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Davis had jured Sunday when he slipped from
as dinner guests Sunday Mr. and i a ladder and fell to the barn floor
Mrs. I. J. Shuman and Mrs. Mary • striking on his back. He was taken
Keizer of Rockland.
to Knox Hospital where it was at
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Flint of Wal first thought that his back was
doboro, Mr. and Mrs. William Rus broken but decided later that it is
sell and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cun not.
ningham were guests Sunday at a
Miss Mabel Crawford is spending
dinner party given by Mr. and Mrs. a few days in Rockland, guest of
Edwin Nash.
friends. Mrs. Rose Pac'.tard of Wal
George Haskell has been at his old doboro is keeping house during her
home here for a few days.
absence.
The Standard Oil Company has
Mrs. Newell Eugley was the guest
erected an illuminated sign for S. A of Miss Hilda Wilson Tuesday at
Watts.
Prompt relief from
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Packard re
L. E. McRae. Jr., of Rockland has
turned to New London. Conn.. Sun been guests of his grandparents Mr
HEADACHES,
day and are to remain there during and Mrs. B. E. W’atts.
COLDS, LUMBAGO
the winter.
Ralph Spear and Roy Harding are
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Norwood and employed jlninting the front of the
RHEUMATISM
Mrs. Sarah Starrett attended Po Gardiner block.
mona Grange at West Rockport last
NEURALGIA
Ralph Starrett of Friendship has
Saturday.
been the recent guest of Mr. and Mrs
NEURITIS, SORE
Wilder Moore and crew have fin Ansel Hilt.
ished painting the interior of the
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden, Jr.,
THROATS, ACHES
Grange hall at East Union.
were supper guests Saturday of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilis Vinal and and Mrs. Parker McKellar.
and PAINS
Josef Vinal motored to Poland Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Simpson
day and spent the weekend with Mrs. accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Parker
X
Roger Gowell.
McKellar visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. George Wylie is suffering Roland Wade in Camden Sunday.
Does not harm
from a sprained shoulder and back
as result of the accident which oc
the heart
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
curred Friday morning.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mrs. Benjamin Harding was dis
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
charged from the hospital in Port
(In effect Oct. 1. 1930)
Vinalhaven Line
land Sunday and is now with her
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
daughter Mrs. Maurice Davis in cept
Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving in
Linfield. Mass. Miss Ethel Harding Rockland at 920 A. M. Returning leaves
is also there and is attending school Rockland at 2 30 P M. direct for Vinal
haven. arriving at 3 43 P. M.
at Whitefield Mass.
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Friends are pleased to learn that Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
Lee Walker is now able to sit up for cept Sunday at 6 A M . arriving at Ston
ington at 6 55 A M„ North Haven at 7.50
a short time each day.
A. M due to arrive at Rockland about
Mrs. C. A. Simmons and Philip 9 o’clock Returning leaves Rockland bl
130 P M. North Haven at 2 35 F. M
Simmons motored to Wiscasset and Stonington
at 3 40 P M due to arrive at
Boothbay on business Tuesday.
Swan's Island about 5 o'clock.
Rev. Howard Welch of Auburn is
B H. STINSON. General Agent
expected to be the speaker at the
Accept only ■‘Bayer" package which contains proven directions. Handy “Bayer”
Baptist Church Sunday.
Mrs. Howard Kenniston of Calais
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 24 and 100—All druggists.
is spending a few’ days with Mrs.
OPENING
Percy Kenniston.
LIFE SPANS COMPARED
STILL COMING BATH’S WAY
Aaron Starrett is now able to sit
According to Argentine bureau of
up a few minutes each day.
An order for a new 148-foot twin ! statistics, the average life span in Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie have
COPPER KETTLE
screw Diesel yacht has been placed Buenos Aires is 38 years which is 11 bought a Majestic radio of George
with Henry J. Gielow. Inc., by years shorter than the average span Gray.
NOVEMBER 8
Charles H. Thorne of Chicago and i of life in New York, and 17 years Howard Kenniston. Donald Ken
2.15 P. M.
1 •
Pasadena, Calif., to be built by the ‘ shorter than that of Berlin. Tlie life niston and Percy Kenniston of Au
Aesthetic, Acrobatic, Character,
Bath Iron Works, Corp., for delivery i span in several cities as estimated by
Musical Comedy and TAPS
in May, 1931, according to an an ’he Argentine bureau is as follows: gusta were home for the weekend.
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson
nouncement made Monday by J. A. Berlin and Amsterdam. 55; London
Miss Gretchen Fletcher
MacDonald, president of the New ] and Washington. 53; Vienna, 51; New were hosts to a delightful bridge
Phone 952
York firm of naval architects. Con York. 49: Chicago.: 48; Paris, 47; party at their home in Union Monstruction will be started mimediatelv Montevideo. 35; Tokyo. 30; Lenin I day evening. Warren guests were
132-133
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer Mr. and Mrs. A.
grad, 27; Rio de Janeiro. 23
according to the announcement.

r Aspirin

SAFE

FOR SORE THROATS

r

AYER

ASPIRIN

School of Dancing

ET YE OLD
If
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BRICK
OVEN
Results
easily—
economically,
with modern
efficiency !

THE THANKSGIVING dinner that the Priscillas
ol 1621 served to their Puritan husbands and sons
unquestionably was delicious.

But what a price

Priscilla paid to make it so appetizing! Even the
brick-oven of our pioneer forefathers accomplished

its delightful results only after hours of labor, incon
venience, guesswork and uncertainty.

How fortunate the modem Priscillal For today

old-fashioned "brick-oven" results are equalled
easily, efficiently, economically by the Insulated
Oven of a Glenwood DeLuxe Gas Range. The

THOMASTON
SARGON WONDERFUL
For Sale
---Russell Tabbutt who was recently
. .
_ ....
-hl.
,n
FOR SALE—Parlor stove. In flrst class
Advertisements In this column not to] condltk)n
ANSEL SAUNDERS. 21
Myron P. HarWood Is En-' operated upon at Knox Hospital for exceed
three lines inserted once ior 25 omnup
*tp1 9i8 y
i*>r
.
.
. . n .
. -r, . I appendicitis has returned to her cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional g?.11.8* 8t _Tel . 218 Y_________ i”’?.3?
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
POR SALE—Two coon hounds. 3 and 4
thusiastic In rraise or 1 his home on Georges street.
for three times. Six words make a line, i years old; one Bluetick pup. 7 months
Rf»me>r1v
Thomas Gleason of Beaver Falls,
old; also one female fox hound. 4>,b
rxemcay ___
.
pa., a mem|^r of the crew building
years old: and three dozen skunk traps
Lost
and
Found
used last fall. Cheap If sold at once.
...
the Thomaston-Warren bridge had ---- ----------------------- R. W. JEWELL. Glencove,
I spent hundreds of dollars over Ws hand lacerated while discharging LOST—A reward ls offered for the re- 256-4. Me. Tel.
133*138
of my Gruen wrist watch. MRS ————■
— ---------—— --------------——
period of 20 years trying to get the steel from a car at the Railroad turnLARKIN.
2 Summer St.
133*lt
„c%nibln““T ^n-lage
-1 and stroller, in good condition; also a
relief from chronic stomach trouble. station, and has been off duty several
LOST—From the Hoffses pasture in kiddle car walker. MRS. LLOYD SPEAR.
days.
Cushing, one Jersey heller. 14 months; 21 Lawn Ave.. City.
133*135
Mrs. Ellen Young of Thomaston old. Finder please notify A. M. MAYO.
—_ .
■ --------- ----- - ———Tel 132-12
133-135
FOR SALE—Parlor stove. Senate Oak.
Tnomaston. lel ljz lz
Price rlght
Apply OEORGE RYAN, at
spent Sunday with her son George Thomaston
Fuller-Cobb-Davls store or at 95 Park
Young of Rockland, and also visited
St.
133-135
Wanted
her sister Mrs. Fred Stone who is in
FOR
SALE—Two young Guernsey
ill health.
WANTED—Local and long distance cows.
___
_Apply 22 BEECHWOODS ST.,
A stormy night reduced the at furniture moving. All kinds of trucking Thomaston
133-135
to Portland
R W. JEWELI. 49 ———----tendance at the supper of the ladies' 'oads
home
at
Tillson Ave. Tel. 837.
133*138] FOR
SALE Nice little
circle of the Baptist Church Wednes
I Pleasantville;
.................... .. b illdlng ln fine repair.
WANTED—Woman for general house- Wouid make a ii.ee hen larm. man can
day. An interesting program pre work.
Apply 28 SPRING 8T.
133 135 get a good easy living right on the place.
pared by Miss Barbara Feyler, with
WANTED—Child to board Bahv nre- Would bring $3000 ln the city and will
pageant by the Crusaders in ferred Mother's care. MRS. RALPH take S800 with a small payment down
133*135 and balance in rent. OEORGE M. SIMcharge of Mrs. H. L. -Kilborn was LUCE Union R. 3.
-------------------- -- : MONS. 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland. .Tel. 4.
presented, with piano solo, GrillenWANTED— At Pleasantville school sec
133-136
hand Victrola In good condition: • —-— -----------------------------------Schumann, by Miss Alcada Hall; ond
reasonable price. LINA SMITH. War-i FOR SALE—Farm In Rockville, 175
song, “Moonlight on the Colorado,” ren Me
133*135 acres right on the State road. Building
Beverley Wellman, Florence Well WANTED—Position. _ss hou^keeper. no £a”‘“d^rry^1.
man, Ann Jacobs and Barbara wr leiv-OTD
Cnd<,winn'M»Addreix5*n4 About 80 acres all plowed up to go to
Feyler; conundrums, Florence Well FLETCHER, Friendship. Me._____ 132_134 a'ork at ln the spring. Can sell all the
milk you can get right at the door.
man; Crusaders Pageant; songs by WANTED—Load of football fans for Electric
lights, city water or well water.
Bowdoln-Malne game at Brunswick Sat
the young ladles and audience.
urday. Island fans please notice. V. P Will sell at a good trade. OEORGE M.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sarlsky who HALL, Rockland.
132-134 SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
Tel. 4._______
133-136
visited Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Lych have
WANTED—Elderly woman as house
returned to their home in New York keeper for one ln family, a good home. FOR SALE—One place at the High
lands.
known
as
the
Marsh
farm;
about
ELLIS
B
DECOSTER.
Waldoboro.
Maine.
city.
f
132*134 37 acres and building ln flrst class repair,
Mr. and Mrs. John Buker have
all connected, nice cellar under barn.
WANTED—For the winter by middle
water and electric lights. Apple
returned to their home in Monmouth aged gentleman of quiet habits, inex City
and pear trees, blueberry pasture, rasp
pensive
comfortable room with break berry and blackberry bushes. Brook
after spending a few days with Mr.
fast* or full board. References ex runs through pasture.
GEORGE M.
and Mrs. John Hewett.
changed.. BOX 182 Belfast._______ 131*133 SIMMONS, 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
Leon Leighton, has returned from
133-136
WANTED—Furnished rent or three or Tel. 4.___________
<3#!WSSS'.WSSS
his hunting trip with a big doe as a four
furnished rooms In Waldoboro.
FOR SALE—One place ln Belfast on
trophy of his skill.
Must be fullv furnished for housekeeo- the Searsport road; 20 acres. Nice view
MYRON P. HARWOOD
Mrs. Nellie Sidelinger and daugh Ing. Write XV. Waldoboro. Me ljl*133 of the Penobscot bay. New bungalow
from 2 to 3 with nice polished floors ln every room
ters Elaine and Dorothy spent the WANTED—Rabbit hound
years old. well trained. JAMES L. YEY- electric lights and water. Will sell on
weekend
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
131*133 easy terms or exchange for other prop
KAL. 14 Lawrence St.
My appetite was poor; I'd have ter
Young in Rockland
OEORGE M SIMMONS. 23 Tillson
WANTED—Position by stenographer, erty.
rible headaches and weak, dizzy
133-136
John Creighton and guest friend experienced. TEL. 35-W.______ 131*133 Ave., Rockland. Tel. 4.
spells; ' I was bilious, nervous and George Small of Oldtown and
FOR SALE—Cottages at Meguntlcook
WANTED—Capable girl or middle aged Lake,
also
at
Crescent
Beach
and
cottage
generally run down. The results 4 Stephen Lavender all of Bowdoin woman for housework . EVA A. DAVIS. lots. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tlll131*133 son Ave., Rockland.
133-136
bottles of Sargon gave me were won College spent the weekend ln town. Pleasant Point. Me.
WANTED— Housekeeper with boy 11
Albert Elliot is at home from Bos
FOR SALE—Open grate parlor stove,
derful! Every last ailment I had is ton.
wants position. MRS. EFFIE MERRILL. linoleum
art square, mahogany buffet,
Glencove. Tel. 256-4.
131*142 home made
comforters, rocking chairs
gone. I eat with a hearty appetite,
Mrs. Fannie Brandt who has been
WANTED—Radio repair Jobs. Bring In and other things. CALL 618-R.
132-tf
sleep good; headaches and dizzy the guest of her niece Mrs. Frank D. that radio which you can't get fixed
FOR SALE—32-ft. power boat. 10 h. p.
elsewhere,
we
have
an
expert
radio
re

Elliot
for
two
weeks,
went
to
her
spells are over and I'm in better
pair man who can fix It at a reasonable Regal engine. Can be used for either
Ashing or lobsterlng. BYRON COOMB8.
shape physically than I've been in 20 home in Worcester Wednesday, mo charge. HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next South
Cushing. Me.
132-134
toring
to
Portland
and
from
there
door to Ford Agency. Rockland.
130-tf
years.
FOR SALE—At Owl's Head 7-room fuftaking
the
train
for
he
rhome
city.
WANTED—Sloop thirty to thlrty-flve
"Sargon Pills are the finest laxa
cottage with two car garage.
William Smith who made a busi feet long, auxiliary power preferred, must nlshed
tive I ever used and they regulated ness
be ln excellent condition. Give all de NELSON B. COBB, at Fuller-Cobb-Davls
trip
to
Houlton
wheer
he
has
a
____________________
132-134
me perfectly.”—Myron P. Harwood. crew of plumbers at work returned tails such as age, accommodations,
equipment, condition, price, etc., In an
FOR SALE—Locomobile 7 pass Limo
70 Lenox, Rochester.
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig and swering. J. L. BRAY, Purdue Univer low mileage, good condition. Take hens]
Sargon may be obtained in Rock Tuesday.
129-134 'P.uJ'.ets.or cow as part payment. Call
Cora Currier who accompanied sity. Lafayette. Indiana.
land from The Corner Drug Store Mrs.
WANTED—Old mahogany table tope WELLINGTON FARM. Warren. Me. Tel.
him
on
his
up
state
trip
as
far
as
131-133
Inc.; in Warren from George H. Bangor returned home with him
for repair dept. Apply HAROLD RICH- Warren 3-12.
ARDS. Cobb-Davis. Inc., 562 Main St.
Gardiner; and in Waldoboro from H.
FOR SALE— Hub heater and automatic
Ralph Buker who has been visiting
L. Bossa.—adv.
133-lt
WANTED—Experienced
stitchers
at pump. Tel. 242-J. Inquire 76 PARK ST,
his parents Warden and Mrs. Buker MODERN
133-135
PANTS CO.
131-tf Rockland._________
has gone to West Monroe. La., where
FOR SALE—Vegetables for
winter
CAMDEN
keeping, cabbage. $1.50 per 100 lbs, tur
he has a position with the Kellogg
To
Let
nips.
$1
bu.,
carrots,
$1.50
bu..
squash,
Engineering Co.
$1.50 per 100 lbs., parsnips. 6 cents lb,
TO
LET—Apartment
at
Maverltk beets. 2>a cents lb.. delivered, all excel
Harold Ogier, Fred Ogier, Edward
Mrs. Martin Collamore has re
5 rooms, lights, toilet, garage lent quality. SAGE & CHATER. Upper
Badger. John Talbot and Eugene turned to her home in Waldoboro Square.
MRS. H. F. HICKS. Tel. 988.
133-tf Elm St., Camden. Tel. 274.
130*135
Thompson have returned from
ifter a visit of several days with her
TO LET—Six room tenement. 15 Lisle
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood, long fitted
gunning trip in the big woods. They sister Mrs. Vemon Achorn.
St., electricity and flush closet. Apply $1.25 ft., also hard wood. LEON CALLA
brought back two deer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Radcliffe of at premises or phone W. H. RHODES. HAN, Pleasant St. Tel. 1169-Y.
133*135
Gleason Mann 'of Bangor was in Worcester are the guests of Mr. and 428.
TO LET—Furnished tenement of six
town this week, called by the death Mrs. Nathaniel Stone. Mrs. Rad- rooms,
FOR SALE—Cabbage. Danish Ballhead
with garage at 11 Lisle St.. In $150
per 100 lbs. JOHN KEINANEN.
of his grandfather, Oliver T. Mann tliffe was formerly Mrs. Irene Sen quire MRS
HARMON. 29 Park St. 133-lt Route 1. Box 102, Warren. Me.
128*133
Mrs. J. A. Chater and daughter are ter Ross and resided with her grand
TO LET—Furnished apartment, light
FOR SALE—A good used parlor cabinet
ather
in
the
Stimpson
house
oppo
housekeeping,
at
35
CAMDEN
ST.
Call
leaving this week for New York city
a produce of the American Ra
site Knox Hotel.
after 6 o’clock.
133-135 heater,
where they will pass the winter.
diator Co.
A. S. SIMMONS. Warren.
Me.
Tel
122-11,_______
126-134
The
Episcopal
Ouild
will
be
hostess
TO
LET
—
House
with
5
or
9
rooms.
Dr. Harry J. Pattepiece has returned
EVA AMES, 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293
evening
at
6
o'clock
at
a
Thursday
FOR SALE—Tower Oil Burners for all
from Ottawa. Canada, where he was
133*135 heaters.
The fastest starting burners on
supper to the choir of the church.
called by the death of an uncle.
TO LET—Two stores in first class con the market. A. S. SIMMONS. Warren.
Vernon Achorn took advantage of dition
Capt. J. Arthur Wagner and Lee
at 15 and 17 Tillson Ave. GEORGE Me. Tel 12-11,___________________ 126-134
Lenfest left this week for West Palm i few days vacation to make a hunt- M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave.. Rockland
FOR SALE—Dry spruce slabs, sawed
Tel. 4.
133-136 stove
Beach, Fla., where they will spend ng trip in the Waldoboro woods
length. $1.25 per foot. R. S. JOR
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
G.
Cotton
and
TO
LET
—
Seven
room
house
on
Sim

DAN,
6 Kelley lane Tel. 522-M.
123-tf
the winter. Both are employed on
mons St. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St’.
voung
son
have
returned
from
a
visit
FOR SALE— Upright piano, $60. W F
the yacht Viator, owned by Dr. Mait
Tel. 1080.
133*138 TIBBETTS,
148 Union St. Tel. 297-R’
land Alexander of Pittsburg, Penn, to Mrs. Cotton's parents, Mr. and
TO LET—Several nice rents of 3, 5 and
and Dark Harbor, who also has a Mrs. Alfred Sevencke in Portland, 6 rooms each; some furnished; all mod ___________ _________ _____122-tf
and are ' now occupying their new ern. Six room house, corner location, FOR SALE—One ton truck, ln good
cottage at Coleman Pond.
order. $80. W. F. TIBBETTS
per month with garage.
H. H. running
John Taylor and family are moving borne in Mrs. Pillsbury’s house $20
148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
122-tf
STOVER. Ill Limerock St. Tel.1201.
Green
street.
into the Babb house on Washington
132-134
FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 7'i
Alphonse
Hathorn,
recently
h. p. and 2 h. p., In good shape; also
street, recently vacated by Dr. and
TO LET—100 percent indoor golf loca Standard
limbed a ladder to fasten something tion
computing scales. W. F. TIB
Mrs. Walter P Conley.
in Thomaston. 40x100. plate glass BETTS. 148
Union St. Tel. 297-R.
an
the
side
of
his
barn.
The
first
front
on
No.
1
Highway.
For
further
in

Robert W. Jamieson, Allie Doherty.
122-tf
write, or phone 1201. H. H. _____________________
Alton French and Howard Derry left □low he struck caused the ladder to formation
STOVER.
Ill
Limerock
St.
132-134
FOR SALE—Hard wood. Fitted, 14 long
yesterday for a gunning trip at Ca slide throwing Mr. Hathorn to the
wood,
$10;
Just
sawed.
$12;
also
lumber.
LET—Garage at 11 Grove St. MRS T. J. CARROLL. Tel 263-21.
ground. He struck upon the back A.TO
pons. Moosehead Lake,
122-tf
S. ATKIKNS. Tel 84-W.
132*134
FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-CarlNews was received in town this af his head and neck. No bones were
TO LET—Eight-room house, all mod
broken
but
the
injury
to
his
neck
is
son
radios,
a
Rolls
Royce
of
all
radios.
week of the death in Bath of Frank
ern Improvements at 14 Shaw avenue. SVl^ seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave.
Inquire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel 787
Knowlton. 63. He was born in Cam severe. He is 86 years of age.
121-tf
132*134 SHAPIRO BROS., Rockland.
Mrs.
Etta
Benner
is
serving
as
day
den, son of George Knowlton, tut had
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long, $6.50'
nurse
for
Mrs.
Abbie
Wall,
Cross
TO
LET
—
Six
room
house,
bath,
mod

resided in Bath for many years.
stove length, $8; fitted wood. $14; also
ern. 260 Camden St. Inquire E. B. HALL. lumber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F D
There was a meeting of the Farm street.
Glencove.
131-133 Thomaston._____
131-tf
Capt.
Farl
Starrett
in
company
' Bureau Wednesday at the borne of
TO LET—Garage nt 49 Pleasant St. ti^2R|^SnLE?iFlfJty houses of all descrlpMrs. H. H. Nash, Melvin Heights with Kenneth Spear and others of Inaulre
of LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Lime tlons ln Rockland. A large list of sum
1 Mrs. Myrtle Blake was in charge and Rockland is on a hunting trip in the rock St.
131*133 mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
the subject was ''Reconditioning the big woods.
TO LET—5 room tenement at 12 Gurdy estate. Come and talk over my list If
Benjamin
Smalley
has
the
position
St., finished attic, electric lights, flush 375U Mnln t?,bUi , ROBERT U. COLLINS,
Wardrobe. " Miss Lawrence, homr
131-tf
gas. newlv papered and painted. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
demonstration agent^ was in attend- as assistant in the American Express closet,
Inquire 10 GURDY ST.
131*133
AND, KNITTED YARNS—For
afflee
recently
vacated
by
Dana
i ance.
TO LET—5-room house with bath and A B4RT}"i?TT^Sturer: 8»mPles free. H.
The Congregational pirish supper Stone.
123-134
lights.
MRS. WALTER CURRIER. 32 a p'tKTLETT, Harmony. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis have re Green
j was held at the chapel last night.
St.. Thomaston. Tel. 13-2.
SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
131*133
Rev. LeRov Campbell has extend turned from a week's vacation, the
iH^r /ale and rent, attractive
TO LET—In Thomaston, furnished prices, ideal loactions. tea houses, and
ed an invitation to Arey-Heal Post ormer from a hutning trip in
shore
lots.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast
apartment
of
4
rooms
for
the
winter.
A. L., and American Legion Auxili- Northern Maine and the latter from
jjg.f
St. Maine.
[ ary to attend the morning service V visit with her daughter, Mrs. Eben MRS. E. D. DANIELS, 18 Wadsworth
131-tf
I Sunday at the Baptist Church. Mem Bowman in Portland.
ENERGETIC MEN IN EVERV
TO LET—Apartment. 5 rooms, kitch
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Lane are be enette
bers ire requested to meet at Legion
and bath. MRS. COPPING. 39
tow nand village can earn big
ing congratulated upon the birth of Limerock St.
129-134
hall at 10 o'clock.
money selling seeds. Experience
The American Legion Auxiliary will i son Monday morning at their home
TO LET—Small house at 640 Main St.
unnecessary. Steady work.
an
Water
street.
Also large house on Camden St. MRS. E.
entertain Arey-Heal Post at dinner
Write for particulars
L.
BROWN.
Tel.
613-R.
129-tf
The South Warren bridge was the
Armistice Day. Open house for al!
COBB CO., Franklin, Mass.
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3
ex-service men. Dinner will be served scene of another motor accident rooms
130*133
toilet, with heat ln living
Wednesday forenoon. A truck loaded room. and
at 6.30. followed by dancing.
Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
127-tf
Mrs. Frank Alexander is at Knox with coal bound to Warren and an
automobile coming towards Thomas
Hospital for an oraratlon.
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring
Arthur Huse hW returned from ton came togetheron the draw of street, electric lights, gas. flush closet.
MRS
JOSEPH DONDIS, 69 Beech St. Tel.
'.he bridge. The car was crowded
Buffalo, N. Y.
42-W.
128-tf
You can now have your sewing
Annual rummage sale by the ladies through the railing but not quite
TO LET—Modem apartment, fine loca
machine adjusted right in your
of St. Thomas Church at the parish enough to topple off. It bore a Con tion.
Apply LUCIUS JONES. Tel. 639-J.
necticut plate.
own home for $1.00 by a man with
house, Nov. 13-15.
125-tf
14 years’ experience—any make'
The fire department was called out A birthday supper was given Wil
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
late Tu^day afternoon for a grass liam G. Washburn president of the and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U machine.
COLLINS.
375
Main
St.
Tel.
77.
122-tf
Thomaston National Bank, by his
fire on upper Mechanic street.
Drop Head Singer, guaranteed
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
Arthur Dean shot a 150-pound doe daughter, Elizabeth last Saturday MRS.
W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
$15.00
Tuesday on his farm on the Belfast night. The guests were J. Walter Tel. 874-W.
120-tf
road, and Louis Allenwood shot a Strout, cashier, Miss Frances Shaw,
TO LET—Tenement, 6 rooms, all mod
Singer Sewing Machine Co
buck weighing over 300 pounds in the assistant cashier and Miss Mary Mc ern. D. L. McCARTY, Northend drug
10 Limerock St.
Rockland
store.
131-tf
vicinity of Bald Rock, near the Dean Phail, clerk of the bank.
Telephone 803-W
The regular monthly meeting of TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
farm.
the Nurses Association will be held light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults
E. N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St.
in the selectmen’s office Friday even only.
Tel. 804-J.
131-tf
ing at 7 o'clock.

n Everybody’s Column

Ladies, Attention!

guesswork is out. The uncertainty banished. And

Priest’s Powder

Thanksgiving dinner becomes as pleasant for Mother

“For Thy Stomach's Sake"
Indigestion, Sour Stomach,
Heart-Burn, Gas on the Stom
ach, Bloating and Malassimilation of food.

as for the rest of the family.

All Druggists, 50c, S1.00, $1.50
HERE'S the famous Glen
wood AUTOMATICOOK,
the partner of the Insulated
Oven . . . cooperating to
make cooking easy and cer
tain.

ffiwooa
’G« R1IOES—

Central Maine Power

C°-

at our Gas District Stores

Augusta,

Bath,

Gardiner, Rockland,

Waterville

owance for Your Old (ookinq Equipment

PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
98 Exchange Street
Bangor, Maine
At Thc Sign Of The Blue Bottle

CHICAGO’S NEWEST

The “lie detector" machine is go
ing to make it unpleasant for Uni
versity of Chicago students who
cheat in examinations. Dr. J. A.
Larsen, research psychiatrist, an
nounced he would use cheating stu
dents in his experiments with the
machine. The purpose 4s to test the
accuracy of the machine and to dem
onstrate Its value in a court of law.

METHYL" BALM

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Semt Pott Paid on receipt of price

•Itf

Miscellaneous

AUCTION SALE
North Haven
TUESDAY, NOV. 11
At 1.00 o’clock P. M.
at the
CYRUS CARVER FARM
There will be sold

Victor Radio
A Musical Instrument
The Orthophonic of Radio

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

124-tf

DR. JOHN LUNT, Medium, will be at
7 Limerock St. Tuesday for readings and
treatment by appointment. TEL. 1068.
.
133-134
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
131-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
Tel. 519-J.
131-tf
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with thc
home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 3811. Con
gress St.

i

1 Good Holstein Cow, 70
Sheep, 2 Bucks, 30 Lambs
LUCY A. CARVER

13
131*133

ORDER YOUR BANKING BRUSH
early. Good large loads for your money.
Call L. B. SMITH. Rockland 598-M.

lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

will bring almost Instant relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. 8old only at

TO LET—Five room furnished apart,'
All modern improvements. Inquire at l
12 ELM ST.
131-tf i
TO LET—Six room house on Grace St.!
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
131-tf,
TO LET—Upper flat, 12 Cedar St., foui
rooms, electric lights, toilet. MRS. J. A 1
JAMESON. 40 North Main St. Tel. 436-R
131-tf
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block.
Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
131-tf

Thia la to notify all persons that I will
pay no bills contracted by any ons other
than myself after this date. ALLEN B.
MOON. Rockland. Me. Oct. 31, 1930

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, t.ouritia. Muscu

76 cento
DLM

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 6, 1930

Page Six ’

BURPEE
121*1X3
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm haa
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tsl. Day 4S0;
7S1-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Page Seven
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OBSERVED GUEST DAY
The Laugh Hit of
The Western
Front!
FRI.-SAT.

FREE
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information ol aoclal
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly
received.

FREE

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R.,
Has Delightful Meeting At
Home of Mrs. Thurston

RIDE FREE

The attractive home of Mrs. Clara
Thurston at The Highlands was
ODened Monday afternoon for Lads’
Buster Keaton a shang
Knox Chapter, D.A.R., to observe
Mrs. Nellie Farnham, daughter
haied patriot! Ukelele Ike
euest day. The autumn dav was an
Miss Alberta Farnham, Miss Frances
is his singin' buddy! To
ideal one, and the first glimpse of
Welch and Mrs. Clara Stinson of Bel
gether they make the A.
the guests, arriving bv motor and
fast and Miss Myrtle Herrick of this
E. F. safe for hilarious
trolley had. Ivas of “Old Glory" fly
city were dinner guests of Mrs. Mary
comedy! In the “over the
ing in front of the stately old co
E. Messer Sunday. Miss Frances
lonial house. Red berries and pine
Welch remains here to be with her
top" laugh sensation of the
were used as effective house deco
sister Mrs. Messer for the winter.
year!
rations. with bououets of chrysanthe
mums displayed in the living rooms
j Harland Young of Matinicus was
and hall. There were 75 members
' a recent guest of his aunts, Misses
and guests present. Mrs. Suella
; Ada and Alena Young while on his
All Talking, All Banging,
Sheldon, regent, presided.
1 way to the Maine Central Institute
Mrs. Copping presented two of her
I at Pittsfield.
.
We are giving away with each dollar pur
All Booming, All Shrieking!
nupils, Miss Faith Ulmer and Mrs.
——
Lorna Post Pendleton, in a brief
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s Battle of a Million Laughs!
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales of this
chase the Airplane Ride Weight Tickets on
program which gave much pleasure.
city and Mr. and Mrs. Byron Thomp
Mrs. Post’s songs were: “I Salute
son of Friendship went to Portland
the penny-a-pound plan.
Thee, Old Glory” and “A Brown
Thursday to be with Mrs. Carl Fales,
Bird Singing:" and Miss Ulmer sang
whose husband ls in State Street
"Sons of Liberty" and “Top o' the
Starring
Hospital and underwent a serious op
Mornin’
together they sang as a
eration. Mrs. Willard Fales re
duet "The Americans Come,’ stir
SECOND FLOOR—CARPET DEPT.
mained a few days returning Sunday.
ring patriotic episode of the late War.
Mrs. Copping accompanied.
Geraldine, daughter of Mr. and
Judge E. K. Gould, State historian
of the Sons of the American Revo
Mrs. Vance Norton, Broadway, enter
FREE
FREE
lution. as guest speaker, gave an in
tained her little friends at a Hal
teresting address on the subject
loween party, the group including
"Gleanings from the Past", covering
Dorothy, Nancy and Perry Howard,
briefly some of the soldiers and sail
Mary and Barbara Lamb, Lucille
and SALLY EILERS
Connon, Donald Fogg, Grant Davis, Opportunity Class meets this eve-I Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Keating and ors of Knox County who figured in
Robert Smith, Robert Willard, Rob ning with Mrs. Hattie Richards, Main | dlaughter. Miss Katherine Keating, the Revolutionary War. many of
have returned from two weeks’ whom are “unknown, unhonored and
ert Chisholm and Vance Norton, Jr. street, Thomaston.
•
Song Cartoon
motor trip, during which they were unsung.” His information was drawn
Refreshments were served in the
gaily decorated dining room, and in The BPW Club holds its monthly j guests of Harry Keating and family ; from the biography he is preparing
First Episode of
the games and stunts prizes were won meeting tonight at the club rooms, in Lee, Mass., and of Mr. and Mrs. of the men from Knox County, numby Nancy Howard, Robert Smith and with supper at 6.30 served under the i Bertrand A. Bass in Springfield, bering about 500, who were in the war
direction of Miss Ethel Payson and Mass.; also of friends in Connecticut. for Independence. Judge • Gould
Perry Howard
“Leather Pushers”
Mrs. Maud Hallowell. Mrs. Lena Sar- [ A birthday observance for Mr. Keat- displayed many interesting photo
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Murray of gent will begin her class in Bt0i- ing at the home of his son was a stats of commissions signed by John
happy feature of the trip. Miss, Hancock, secured while working in
Portland accompanied by Mr. and ness English.
Keating has resumed her duties at the Bureau of Pensions at WashingMrs. H. G. Calderwood of Glencove
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper left the office of I. L. Snow Co.
ton, D- c He is the possessor of a
motored Sunday to Belfast.
NOW SHOWING
___
wealth of historical data on this subMonday for Washington, D. C.,
where they will spend the winter Mrs. John W. Anderson and two j Ject which is dear to his heart, and
Dr.
and
Mrs.
J.
C.
Stanton
of
“THE BIG FIGHT”
Danvers, Mass., Mrs. S. O. Hurd and with their daughter, Mrs. Kenneth P. sons of Roxbury. Mass., are guests of his work promises to be of high
[ value to posterity.
Mrs. Harvey Crowley motored Satur- j Lord. They were guests in Portland Mrs. Earl Haskell.
___
An expression of appreciation was
5 Acts RKO VODVIL
day to Bangor. Dr. and Mrs. Stanton until yesterday of Mrs. Cooper’s
Mrs. Cora Smith entertained the J made by Mrs. Sheldon to both Mrs.
attended the Maine-Colby game at sister, Mrs. L. F. Young.
Wawenock Club Monday evening at Copping and Judge Gould for the
Orono.
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins arrived home her home on Ocean avenue, it being pleasure given to the members and
The 5000 beauty operators in con a year for cosmetics and beauty treat
Home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crie and Mr. Tuesday from a short visit in Port the rst meeting of the 1930-31 sea- I Buests.
vention at Chicago have been told ments. Would you believe it?—Bos
Paramount
son.
Only
one
member
was
absent.
J
During
the
.
social
hour
refreshland
with
her
daughter,
Miss
Mina
and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig are on
that the average family spends $90 ton Globe.
Pictures
interesting papers were presented by ments were served by the committee
a two weeks’ gunning trip at Nica- Jenkins.
Mi k. Susie Campbell on “Preparing! composed of Mrs. Thurston, Mrs.
One of the
tous Lake, Maine.
Publix
Mrs. Karl OBrien entertained i for the Cruise Around the World" Alice Karl, Mrs. Ann Butler. Mrs.
Theatres
Mrs. Lydia Cummings and son Monday evening at her home on and by Miss Minnie Smith on Adelaide Butman, Mrs. Mary Perry
Tel. 409
Donald Cummings motored last week Berkeley street, with Mrs. Arnold ! “Sightseeing in New York.” The I Ri°h, Mrs. Alice Cobb, Miss Ada
to Portland where Mrs. Cummings Rogers of Council Bluffs, Iowa, as next meeting will be with Mrs A. B.Perrv', Mrs- Annie Simmons, Mrs.
! Norton, 34 Mechanic street Monday 1 Angelica Glover, Mrs. Myra Bridges,
visited friends a few days before honor guest.
----| evening, Nov. 10, when papers will Mrs. Anne Haskell and Mrs. Amy
going to Topsfield Mass., to spend the
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Bibb who j be given by Mrs. Leila Benner and Nutt.
The Little Flower Shop
The Willing Workers committee Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Maker have winter with her son Dana Cummings. were with their son, Frank Bibb, at j Mrs. Norton.
At a meeting of the executive
met in the Universalist vestry Tues returned from Worcester where they
board
Mrs.
Carlson
of
Owl's
Head
---Mrs. Cora B. Ulmer and Mr. and his summer home "The Retreat,” in
day for an all-day session, with Mrs. visited relatives and friends for a Mrs. Tom Savage of Everett, Mass., Camden, for the summer are remain- > Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot was voted into membership, being
Hopes to be located in its new store at
Frank Tirrell. Jr., Mrs. W. H. week.
were weekend guests of Mrs. Ulmer’s ing there for the winter, having; of Portland have been in the city; transferred from the Mary DillingRhodes and Mrs. Adelbert Miles as
371 MAIN STREET
Bay View street. , guests of Mrs. David Talbot.
Chapter, D.A.R., of Lewlston-Aufather, F. A. Blackington, West taken rooms at 93
___
___
1 burn.
Play golf at the Hayloft course Meadow
hostess. Luncheon was served, and
road.
Meantime
we
have fine Chrysanthemums, white,
a large amount of work accomplished where it is always warm—afternoons
The apron committee of the UniMrs. Evelyn Snow has taken rooms' Th® next meeting will be Monday,
during the day. The names of Mrs. —two rounds for 25 cents. Peter
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hutchins of versalist fair is giving a bridge party i with Mrs. Mary Burkett, 75 Broad ! P,8C' *: with Mrs. Irene Moran, when
pink
and
yellow.
Snapdragons and Carnations are
George H. Welch and Miss Helen Moran, professional, available for Corinna were among the guests at this evening at the home of Mrs. E.1 street, for the winter.
Mrs. Alice Karl as leader will prealso
blooming
in
our
greenhouses.
Fuller were omitted from the pre lessons. The indoor court where rest a party of old friends and acquaint E. Stoddard, 40 Grove street.
----®ept, a Program m keeping with the
vious list of. members.
putting counts.—adv.
----| _ Mrs. G. L. Quinn returned Tuesday chnstmas season.
ances recently held in Camden at
A shipment of Certified Paper White Bulbs has just
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Perry have ar from a visit with her daughter in!
meAnirn
Green Gables, the Camden guests
DISABLED VETS
being Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Dickens and rived home from a motor trip to New York.
arrived ready to plant in pebbles, and we have a few
TODAY
TODAY
Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Dickens. Mrs. Boston and New York. They were
Mrs. Florence Pinkham of Damar
Darwin Tulip Bvflbs which should go into your gar
and
and
Hutchins, known officially as Edna joined in Boston by Mrs. Perry's iscotta Mills was a guest Tuesday oi Mrs. Anne Snow Inspects Insister,
Miss
Harriet
Gill
of
Camden,
Hutchins, is president of the State
Mrs. Carrie Waltz.
i
•
wr i t.
a
dens now.
FRIDAY
FRIDAY
Federation of Women’s Clubs, and who went to New York with them.
teresting Work I hey Are
Harold Dean and Burnell Stimp
in that capacity has made many
of The Highlands are on a hunt
If you are doing early Christmas shopping you could
Doing At Togus
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, president of son
friends in Rockland.
ing trip in Northern Maine.
the Woman's Foreign Missionaryfind some real bargains in fine Pottery in our shop.
Mrs. Anne Snow,
commitMr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter and Society of the local Methodist
At the meeting of Blue Bonne* teewoman of the National
Much of this is Lanesville and Roseville Pottery and
American
Legion
from springSpring Troop Girl Scouts Mnnrtc.v noL.7777
me
daughters. Betty and Eva, motored Church, has returned irom
field,
Mass.,
where
she
attended
the
witl^Capt
Nina'
B^e^ee
i/'Xr
AuxlIiary
’
has
returned
from
Togus
worthy to grace any home.
to Weeks Mills Sunday where they
society for
for aa week.
Xabadg*Z "S'
National society
week. Thc
_ _ „ .“
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. William National
meeting combined withi the annual to Virginia Walker and
w5r.Marv
e. Presentea
Stock 1 !?■ th(? ocaupatfonal therapy work
Gray.
Come in. And after we have moved, come again,
New England branch meeting was I bridge Lieut Irene Lunden 'who h-c i be:ng carrled on among the disabled
of
large
proportions,
with
attendbeen
asstting
fn
?he
orgafflratton
of
■
W
°
rId
War
VeteranS
MrS
’
Ellls
iS
and often!
is
Mrs. Wayne Hussey and Miss Edna
F.' Wood of Brewer were dinner ants from all over the country as the Congregational troop will be in charge of this work, introducing
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones well as foreign missionaries.
present for the next meeting, and i the phases. Articles will be made
at The Highands Tuesday, on their .
, -- 77 , .
u'*th Capt. Beverage will continue by the men and sold for their bene
"SILSBY’S”
return being accompanied by Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Chase o, work on first and second class tests fit, their work including woodwork
ing, leather working, knitted articles,
___
Jones, who will be Miss Wood's Camden street have gone to Florida
399 Main Street
Rockland
guest for the remainder of the for the winter.
The autumn fair conducted bv ! etc.
,
,
130-132
}
]
In
the
morning
Mrs.
Ellis
works
week.
,
■ Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tuesday
Miss Etta O'Brien, who has been drew a good attendance, a tidy sum among the men who are confined to
Mrs.- W. M. Anderson is hostess i visiting her sister, Miss Harriet i being netted for the treasurv. Mrs. the hospital, and in the afternoon
for the bridge party being given Fri- Orsrien in Danbury, Conn., has re- Alta Dimick acted as general chair she meets in her office others who
■ day evening under the auspices of sumed her duties with The Courier- man. The color scheme of the dec are able to get about. Looms are
Gazette force.
| the BPW Club at the rooms.
orations was pink and green, the provided for rug making, models of
Rebekah colors, with the three links boats are made, rag rugs are sewn,
Miss Mary McLaughlin of Portland _in green.
..................
At” the "evening" meeting as parts of thls work- The men dis"
Mrs. Lona Smith and Mr. and Mrs.
play a keen interest in the project,
Fred Mank were guests Sunday of is the guest of the Misses Carini for One member was re-instated,
a few days.
___
not only that it occupies them and
Mrs. Almeda Robinson in Belfast.
- ’
,
Ruth Mayhew Tent met Monday teaches a trade, but that it provides
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Rogers and son evening at Grand Army hall, with a financial benefit for them. A sec
The ice cream committee of the
Universalist fair is to give a public Charles have arrived home from large number of members present. A ond-handed Victrola is much needed.
4
bridge party at G.A.R. hall Monday Lynn, Mass., where they were guests short program was presented by Mrs. Mrs. Snow will be interested to hear
evening, with Mrs. Anne Haskell as of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Milburn and Lena Merry, patriotic instructor, and from anydne who has one to contrichairman. Playing will begin at 7.45. Mrs. Charles Fish for several days. Mrs. Robert House told in an infor- Lute.
There will be several attractive prizes
nial manner the story of her recent \ Mrs. Snow, along with the many
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth entertained trip abroad, this feature being great- honors she has won in her vital work
and, refreshments.
at dinner Tuesday evening as a ly enjoyed.
! with the American Legion Auxiliary,
___
has recently been appointed National
The Speech Readers Club meets birthday observance for her husband,
tomorrow afternoon. Miss Eliza also for Mrs. Luther Carney of Members of the local B.P.W. Club Eastern Divisional Chairman of the
Hannegan of Portland will be pres Sheepscot, one of the guests. There motored to Belfast Tuesday evening eharge of all the New England States
ent to conduct classes in lip reading. were nine covers, the guests being and attended the banquet at the i National poppy committee, having
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Carney of Windsor Hotel tendered Miss Emily New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Edmund Lowe and Joan Bennett in the Fox Movietone drami
There will be a public supper at the Sheepscot, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kneubuhl of^New York, executive Maryland, Delaware and the District
“Scotland Yard”
«
Methodist vestry Sat. Nov. 8 from 5 Nash and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen secretary of thc National Federation i of Columbia. The appointment lnto 7, for the benefit of Tyler School. of Camden, and Mrs. Bertha Lud- and Mrs. Sara Lafflin Hammons of volves an enormous amount of de
A PUBLIX THEATRE
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
The modern gas range, smart
J Grade Five. Price 35c. Come and wig. After dinner the party attend- Augusta, State president In the tail, particularly in publicity for the
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30
help the youngsters.—adv. 131’133 ed the Thomaston dance.
party were Miss Doris Hyler, pres various units. It is a very important
in its colorful dress, easy to
ident, Mrs. Emma Carver, Mrs. Eliz commission to be held, and with the
t
——
Mrs. Harry Brown was hostess to abeth Gregory, Mrs. Emily Stevens, honor for the State of Maine is a
clean, with insulated oven and
the T.H.E. Club Monday evening for Mrs. Annie O'Brien, Miss Helen York. marked one. It is needless to say
supper and cards. Honors were won Mrs. Bertha French, Mrs. Exie Perry that Mrs. Snow with her brilliant
oven heat control . . . features
I by Mrs. L. E. Jones. Mrs. John Rich and Mrs. Lena Sargent—Mrs. Sar executive ability will discharge the
gent being accompanied by Mrs. Ida duties of the position with her usual
that save time and money for
ardson and Mrs. C; E. Gilley.
Hartshorn and Miss Gretchen i efficiency.
AIR
the housewife. Replace your
The Shakespeare Society was en Fletcher, members of the Belfast
Making things brighter. They are
tertained at the home of Mrs. Har club. There were about 100 women
old range with one ol thc new
riette Levensaler, Broadway Monday present, the clubs of several eflies offering a complete lamp and deco
he new idea in heating
evening, with 33 active members and and towns in this section of the State rated shade with Italian style base
Gas ranges. You may set the
Designed especially for small homes,
one allfmna member present. It was being represented. Miss Anne Kit at $1.39 at Crie's Gift Shop. Satur
tredge acted as toastmistress in a day only a 40 watt bulb free.—adv.
voted
to
send
a
gift
to
Mrs.
Annie
apartments and stores. Circulates and
oven heat indicator at the cor
Silsby, one of the society’s most very clever manner. Miss Kneu
revitalizes the air like a furnace, AND
valued members now a shut-in. En buhl is a magnetic speaker, having a I
rect temperature and leave the
tertainment for the annual meeting message which she desires to impress
looks like a piece of highly polished walnut
her fellow club members. She '
was discussed, but no decision ar uDon
kitchen.
When ) <>u return your
the important part she be- ;
furniture—beautiful in itself and in har
rived at. Miss Mabel F. Lamb acted stressed
Does a pimply face embarrass you?
lieves
woman
is
filling
in
the
indusI
as leader for the scheduled program. trial and economical world today say- : Get a package of Dr. Edwards Olive
mony with its setting.
meal will he as well cooked us
Very interesting papers were pre ing that we are in a period 61 great
Tablets. The skin should begin to
sented by Miss Caroline Littlefield transition and that the American I clear after you have taken the tablets
it you had stayed to watch it.
This Atlantic Circulator draws thc air from
on “Critical Moments on the Play" woman holds in her hand unlimited
a few nights, if you are like thousands
the surrounding rooms, warms it, moistens
See these new gas ranges
of others.
and by Mrs. Edith Bird on “Customs power. She prophesied that in 10
Help cleanse the blood, bowels and
and Costumes of Caesar’s Time.” years we would see enough women
it and recirculates it.
at. your own gas /a’’jr
0
After reading Act II. Scene I., some seated in the halls of Congress to ob- ! liver with Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets,
the successful Substitute for calomel;
interesting
notes
were
read
and
dis

tain thc balance of recognition. The ( there’s no sickness or pain after tak
Mail coupon today for descriptive literature
company. They mav
cussed.-- The society extended a wel machine age has released women
showing scveral styles.
I
come to Miss Helen York on her re from many household cares giving ing them.
THE GAS INDUSTRY be had on conven- .••<5’° .V*
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets do that
turn from an European tour with the them more time to think and inter
which
calomel
does,
and
just
as
effec

OF NEW ENGLAND
Portland Ctovi Foundry Co., Portland, Maine
Gold Star Mothers. Her experiences est themselves in the industrial af tively, but their action is gentle and
Ol
WHICH
1OUI
OWH
GAI
ient terms if
Lend me Literature cn Atlantic Warm Air Circula'cre
( OU IA» I
IS
A
IAt I
Were given in a delightful informal fairs of the country and to increase safe instead of severe and irritating.
manner, with pathos and humor in their numbers along those lines. . An
you desire.
Name
Thousands who take Olive Tablets
termingled. Her talk was greatly illustration was the growth of the
are never cursed with a “dark brown
j.roct.
appreciated by the society. The next Business and Professional Women's taste,” a bad breath, a dull, listless,
meeting will be with Misses Caro Club - one of the strongest organized “no good” feeling, constipation, tor
lyn 'and Alice Erskine, Beech street. groups of women in America today— i pid liver, bad disposition, pimply face.
Monday evening, Nov. 17, with Miss which 11 years ago started in St
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
Ix>uls With 200 members. Now there
Lucy Rhodes as leader.
compound; known by their olive color.
are in 47 States 1200 clubs with 60,- :
Dr. Edwards spent, years among
•• V <v
/ .*> A X‘‘'A
J
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, 000 members, the majority of them patients afflicted with fiver and bowel
Telephone 890
313-319 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
will be open Saturday nights here women out in the business and pro- | complaints and Olive Tablets are the
after for the special convenience of fessional world, becoming acquainted , immensely effective result. Take
FUEL
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head with conditions and forming their nightly for a week. See how much
better you feel and look. 15c, 30c, 60c.
own opinions accordingly.
light adjusting etc.
114-tf
TELEPHONE ............................... 770 or 7S4-W

As Airplane Guests of

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

“DOUGHBOYS”
BUSTER KEATON
CLIFF EDWARDS
(“Ukelele Ike”) .

Within the Month

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

GAS...the «/?•
better fuel

assures new beauty in
the kitchen ... better
cooking in the home

ATLANTIC WA"M

T

-

AVOID UGLY PIMPLES

Stoningtpn Furniture Company

Every-Other-Day
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MAINE INDUSTRIES

Walter Wyman Tells of
Some Things Being Done
To Upbuild Them
[Kennebec Journal]
“As the result of applying modern
business methods to the textile mills
under our direction we are able to
show conclusively todav that cotton
poods can be made as well and as
cheaply in the State of Maine as
anywhere in the country," said Wal- '
ter S. Wyman, president of the Cen- ,
tral Maine Power Company and of ;
the New England Public Service
Company, speaking Friday evening j
at the largest attended meeting of
the Aueusta Rotary Club this season. |
Mr. Wyman recounted the efforts ,
of the New England Industries cor
poration, financed bv the New Eng- |
land Public Service Company and by
Chicago interests with which it is
effi’iated to resurrect the cotton j
textile manufacturing industry in
this state. At the present time the
organization includes five great mills
—the Edwards Manufacturing Co
the Bates Manufacturing Co., the
Hill Manufacturing Co., the York
Manufacturing Co. arid the Andros
coggin Mills.
I
The speaker described the "royal
family" system of management and
control in effect for a generation or
more prior to the acquisition of the
properties by the New England In
dustries. This old system of distant,
ineffectual and unsvmpathetic super
vision has been abolished and officers
and offices moved to Augusta where
they are now functioning in the for
mer Hegarty house, owned by the
Central Maine Power Co. ahd adja
cent to its central administration
building.
"We believe that the function of a
mill is to run. to make cloth, me«t
the styles and the market and sell
its products." said the speaker. "We
do not intend to wait until the
styles of Paris have been rubbed intc
us by some competitor, but to have
our own representative in Paris to
keep us informed. We intend to bend
our efforts to providing employment
for the people who have been gath
ered about the mills in that expecta
tion "
"Very recently we convinced a very
conservative gentleman that we can
save him 15 percent if he will locate
his mill in the State of Maine, rathe'
than in the Southern states toward
which he inclined, because others
were moving Southward. We have
recently changed our selling quarters
in New York and stirred the per
sonnel up so that they know we ex
pect them to market our goods. We
have installed modern machinery so
that we can compete with any textile
mill in the country.
There is a tendency to pick on
industries in Maine that is not quite
understandable. I read in the papers
today that 500 people w’ere going to
meet to register their protest against
the dust from the new Rockland ce
ment mill. That is not the right
spirit. Somebody else is going out
and tear down the bill-boards so that
the scenery of the State can be more
available for the people from Massa
chusetts to come in and enjoy. You
can't live on scenery."
Before speaking on the textile situ
ation in Maine, Mr Wyman touched
unon conditions as they are reported
throughout the country and all over
the world. Calling attention that
this nation is the richest in the world
with more grain and more food and
more manufactured clothing and
commodities, people are yet suffering
for these very things.
"Something is w’rong somewhere
and we have got to give it very seri
ous thought and attention.' Man
will not starve in the midst of plenty,
and there is no reason why he
should. The immediate remedy as I
see it is for the Federal government
to dip in, as it can in the matter of
our incomes, and launch a great pro
gram of public building to give em
ployment to the thousands of work
ers who cannot find work. Build
libraries and public buildings and
post offices. The money to do it with
must come from those who have it,—
those who have made money from
tiie labor of other people."

HI

———— «n0 Money Down” is the theme song at THE EASTERN Saturday. All during our Great $100,000.00 Merchan-

ND CUSH IS

II r r n F I) ^se Adjustment Sale the store has been a “Bee-Hive of Activity.” But Saturday will mark the Greatest Value-

IV f r |J r II Giving day in the history of Rockland. ASTOUNDING PRICES! ASTOUNDING TERMS’ Any article in the store
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ may be bought for No Money Down! Open An Account NOW!
SATURDAY ONLY!

SATURDAY ONLY!

Day Bed
Beautiful full sized double day bed.
Solid enameled springs and a full
size all cotton mattress covered in
the season's latest colors. Only a few

SATURDAY ONLY!

Living Room Chairs

LIVING ROOM SUITES

One large club and one large wing

If you have ever seen a Real Living Room Suite VALUE you
will waste no time in saying that these floor sample three
piece suites are real buys for only—

chair covered in tapestry.

$10.87

They are

slightly used but in perfect condition.

NO MONEY DOWN!

SATURDAY ONLY!

SATURDAY ONLY!

A chance of a lifetime at—

I

$47.77

9x12 Congoleum Rugs
Genuine felt base mgs in 9x12 size
made by the most reliable floor-cov
ering manufacturer in the country.

AU perfect and in the newest colors
and patterns. A real bargain at—

NO MONEY DOWN!

NO MONEY DOWN!

SATURDAY OXLY!

FREE!

Breakfast Set
Five gorgeous pieces finished in twotone enamel. Built to LAST Fff
YEARS.
Plenty of room for six
grown people. See it and you can
appreciate it for only—

NO MONEY DOYVN!

A beautiful walnut daven
port table with any suite in
tbe store
COME EARLY!

$13.80

SATURDAY ONLY!

Reed Suite
Three Mbptlful pieces closely woven.
All guaranteed automobile spring
construction with upholstery of the
latest season’s creations. The price
is only—

NO MONEY DOWN

’

$19.87

$14.67

NO MONEY DOWN!

NO MONEY DOWN!

SATURDAY ONLY!

SATURDAY ONLY!

Floor Lamps

Inner-Spring Mattress
Only 25 of these nationally known
mattresses will be sold at 40% OFF
THE REGULAR $23.00 PRICE. We
bought the entire mattress stock of a
bankrupt manufacturer.
Share in
our saving*—

Coil Spring

.CFl

Never before in the history of our
store has a Guaranteed SIMMON a
COIL SPRING been sold so cheap.
Only 75 of these wonderful va'ues to
be sold at this drastica’ly reduced
price.

One lot of sample fioor lamps and
shades. Y our choice of either silk o:
parchment shades. All Fave double
light fixtures and co'ors that are a
treat. Only—

$1.97

$7.95

Compete
BUY NOW!

NO MONEY DOWN!

Repeated By Popular Request!

SATURDAY ONLY!

SATURDAY ONLY!

One Minute Washer

Circulating Heater
Guaranteed circulator with a large
cast iron fire-box, duplex revolving
grates and an enamel casing. A
heater that will do a real inexpensive
heating job. Cold weather and a
real heater is a pleasure

Tjie famous Model 60 with its allmetal construction—copper tub and
new flexible turblnator will be sold at
this new drastically reduced price and
terms—

THE FAMOUS —

LADY PEPPERELL

$34.67
NO MONEY DOWN!

$79.00
NO MONEY DOWN!

J.

IN MINOR DISASTERS
American Red Cross Called

Dining Room Suites

Upon In Ninety Instances

Thanksgiving Is Coming! What about
that new dining room suite? And
imagine a FREE set of Dishes. What
a value! Here are some floor sample
suites that Must Go! We will prove
that by pricing them at—

Although the last year has been
marked by no disaster of magnitude,
the American Red Cross was called
upon to administer relief in 90 small
domestic disasters scattered among
38 States and involving 147 counties
Several of the States were visited
with different types of disasters
Cla ssification of types shows that 30
were due to tornadoes and wind
storms, 17 to floods and 43 to fires
and other causes.
Relief to sufferers cost $898.'75. o'
which $224,349 was allotted from the
National Red Cross treasury, the re
maindcr being raised by public con
tributions. This does not include
thc allotments to insular disasters
or gifts to foreign countries in dis
tress, made by the national Red
Cross headquarters.
Only ten calamities were severe
enough to require relief director;
from the national Red Cross staff
These operations were fina; ced
wholly or in part bv national Red
Cross funds In 34 instances, the re
lief •vas directed bv local Red Cross
chanters with advisory and financial
aid from the national organization
The rest were directed and financed
entirely by chapters acting under th;
advice of the national staff

The most severe disaster of the
yrar was the overflow last winter of
thc White and Wabash rivers .r
lower Indiana and Illinois, where the
suffering was intensified by zero
weather. In this relief work a-mv
airplanes were used to carry food
and fuel to marooned refugees A'
this time there also occurred floods
in southeastern Missouri and north
eastern Arkansas, which required
aid.
The Red Cross went into action
last December when a mine explo
sion killed 61 men at McAlester.
Oklahoma, leaving a large number
of dependent families. In May. a
fire swept through Nashua. New
Hampshire, leaving 1.500 persons
homeless.
Relief was conducted
under a unit sent from the national
headquarters.

SHEETS

SATURDAY ONLY!

SATURDAY ONLY!

Bed Room Suites
Only 37 more bedroom suites in onr
stock. Never before have they been
so drastically reduced. The prices
are lower than the legs that they
stand on.
We have some floor
sample suites that yod can bay for—

Because of the hundreds of telephone calls we have received from our outof-town customers who could not get into our store Dollar Day for this super

value we are again offering thc WORLD-FAMOUS LADY PEPPERELL

$49.00

$79.00

SHEETS FOR ONLY—

3 Pieces
NO MONEY DOWN!

8 Pieces
NO MONEY DOWN!

FREE!

FREE!
ACT QUICKLY!

A full size comfortable mattress that
is absolutely guaranteed. HERE IS
YOUR CHANCE!
BUY TODAY!

SATURDAY ONLY!

SATURDAY ONLY!

A beautiful set of Dishes with any
suite sold Saturday

Complete Bed Outfit

Coal Range

Fall size cane panel bed with a guar
anteed rhst-proof spring and mat
tress.
The regular value of this
outfit is $24.00. A limited quantity of
these will be sold for only—

G ’arantced coal range that regularly

Only 2 to a customer

sells lor $60.00 to go at this low price.
Lr.rge oven and a large firebox with
t’tipiex revolving grates.
Limited
quantity to go at—

COME EARLY!

$39.75

~I

$13.87

L^l

22S

NO MONEY DOWN!

—* ■

N<X MONEY DOWN!

__

gs

SATURDAY ONLY!

RADIOS
.111 models of the famous PHILCO
radio will be sold on these unheardoi ter"‘s. Thc (frevtcst opportunity
ever offered to the public of Rocklard.

5

SATURDAY ONLY!

Cedar Chest
Genuine “Heart of Tennessee” cedar
chest that has ample room for win
ter storage. Absolutely guaranteed
moth-proof. BUY THAT CHRIST
MAS GIFT NOW!
We will hold
chests for Christmas del'very FREE!

77?

FREE INSTALLATION

$8.95

$49.E0 up

NO MONEY DOWN!

NO MONEY DOAN!
Q

OPEN EVENINGS

3

OPEN EVENINGS
4007

